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MOTION TO COMPEL PECo TO hhhj~,u.y

ANSWER LEAS SECOND SET OF INTERROGATORIES ON "0FF-SLTF/.v#5EP
EkERGENCY PLANNING CONTENTIONS

, ~

**************

Docket # 50-352, 50-353 0 L
,

?

LEA has received Alliicant's Objections to LEA 's Second set of
Interrogatories. Applicant's objections are dated July 10, 1984.
In discussing some confusion about the use of the phrase "other

, volunteers" in part of Lh A 's r' irst set of Interrogatories. (asthe phrase applied to :,chool staff and bus drivers), Applicant'sCounsel informed Li.A tr.a t
Second Set of Interrogatories because they believed that IRA.cco had no intention of answering LEA's

j'
)
[mailed them after the July 25 deadline. Applicant's written

Objections, served upon all parties to this case states that a 5

copy of LEA's envelope with wa later postmark is attached to
their objections. However, this information was not included inthe copy of the objections mailed to LEA. ]

,

LEA did mail the Interrogatories on July 25th, as indicated by
the certificate of service. LEA also believes that it is in the 3

best interests of all parties involved for the Applicant to provide -

LEA with the requested information. Applicant may be in the possession
of information which will resolve many of LEA 's concerns. LEA
does not intend to pursue needless litigation, and as all par-ties

'

to this case are well aware, LEA has been very reasonable about
dropping contentions that have been satisfied. Furthermore, now [.

Ethat discovery has been completed, LEA anticipates having further
discussions and negotiations with Applicant's counsel to determine ;m

2

whether or not LEA 's concerns have been satisfied. These interro-
gatories represent the major pieces of information which is necessary
for LEA to obtain to make such a determination. LEA believes thatit is in the Applicant's best interest to supply this information
to LEA now, on a timely basis, as requested. g

7-

For the above reasons, LEA has attempted to discuss its need for
this information with the Applicant, and thus far, counsel has @refused to cooperate with 11.A. Therefore, LEA asks the Atomic Safety

?:i[and Licensing Board to Compel Philadelphia Electric Company to Canswer LEA's Second Set of Interrogatories.
b3
&NOTE: Enclosed in this filing are LEA 's Responses to PhCo's "

Interrogatories to LEA on "Off-site" Emergency Planning
us
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General Interrogatories

1. State whether you intend to present any expert
witnesses on the subject matter at issue in intervenor's
contentions. If so, identify each such expert witness and
further state (a) the expert's business and residential
addresses; (b) his professional qualifications; (c) the

.

subject matter on which the expert is expected to testify;
(d) the substance of the facts and opinions to which the

, expert is expected to testify; and (e) the grounds for each
opinion. Identify by court, agency or other body, each

.

proceeding in which such individual rendered testimony on
this (thehe) subject (s).

ANSWER: LEA has not yet determined which contentions will be
litigated. This would depend greatly on the progress madein radiolo
hearings. gical emergency response planning and the time of

2. State whether you intend to present any fact

witnesses on the subject matter at issue in intervenor's
contentions. If so, identify each such fact witness and
further state (a) his business and residential addresses;
(b) the subject matter on which the witness is expected to

!
testify; (c) the substance of the factual testimony which

!the witness is expected to offer. !

ANSWER: Same as #1

,
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3. Identify by title, author, publisher and date of
issuance or publication all documents that intervenor relies

upon as a basis for its contentions, that it intends to use
(by way of reference or evidentiary proffer) in presenting
its direct case on its contentions, or that it intends to
refer. to in conducting cross-examination of other witnesses

who may testify in connection with any such contentions.
Answere

it has received from the applicant. Additional documentsLEA has relied upon RERP'related documents and. correspondence
have been attached as requested. See Attachments #1 to #8.
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Specific Interrogatories;
1. As to each School District for which LEA contends

that there are insufficient school buses to evacuate stu-
dents within that District, state: (a) the specific School

!

District (s) for which there,are insufficient buses; (b) the
.

| specific school (s) for which there are insufficient buses;

(c) the number of students, as to each school, for whom

! there is insufficient bus transportation; (d) the number and

capacity of buses necessary to fulfill the unmet transporta-
tion needs of such students; (e) the number of buses and '

capacity of each which LEA asserts to be available during,

l

normal operating conditiors; (f) the source of the informa-
>

tion (e.g., School District, Radiological Emergency
'

Response Plan, Draft _, p. ). If the source is

other than the RERP's provided to LEA by Applicant, please
identify the source of the information, the dato it was

obtained and the substance of all information cbtained frem
that source related to this contention; (g) the reasons LEA

asserts that the plans and/o implementing procedures are ,

deficient in ensuring that unmet transportation needs of

students cannot be fulfilled.

.

ANSWER: LEA has not received any new draft RERP's for any of the
school districts in the Limerick Plume EPZ since these contentions

| were filed on Jan. 31, 1984. (Draft #3 is the must current RERP_ ._.
LEA has received for all of the school districta, except for Owen
J. Roberts School District, which tw up to draft #7) The latest;

revision of the County RERP's has been reviewed by LEA and we make'

| the following commentat
(see next page)

l'
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Montgomery County Draft #6 RERP, dated April 1984

1) Plan contains no additional information as to assignment of
buses or the status of any " unmet needs".

Annex I lists bus companies and the number of vehicles
operated. The copy of the plan given to LEA has the sections
of the' table marked " units available for mobilization" and
" Limerick assignments" blacked out. There is no way for us
to determine from this table if this represents anything more
than a listing of resources as opposed to an indication of

available and assignments made. (pages I-2-5 to,

; resourceu
1-2-14)

2) Appendia I-3 lists transportation requirements by municipality,
health care facility, special facility, and school district.
Here again, this is a list of the total needs, without any indi-
cation of whether or not assignments and formal agreements have
been completed. The section supposed to indicate assignment is

" blacked out". .,

3) Appendix N-4, page N-4-1, is titled " Resources Required for
Evacuation". This page states that the information can be
found in Draft #3 of each Montgomery County School District and
private school RERP. This refers back to the same information
which was cited by LEA as the basis for filing this contention.
No information that has been given to LEA indicates any change in
this status since the time that this contention was filed.

Similarly, the Chester County Draft #7 RERP, dated Dec. 1983
statws tue following:

1) Annex 1, titled Transportation resources and Requirements
Summary is not filled in and is marked "TO BE DEVELOPED"
(page I-3-1).

2) Appendix 3, Annex N is titled School Bus Resource Inrormation.'

This table is marked with a footnote that statest
(page N-3-1) preliminary estimates subject to further schoolThese are

RERP development.

The unmet needs indicated in this tnbic are na followt*
Owen J. Roberts Sr. H.S. 7 buses needed Source: TBD
Qwen J. Roberts Jr. H.S. 5 buses needed Source: TBD

(Phoenixville Area School District)
B*arkley Elementary 5 buses needed Source: TBD

Second Avenue School 3 buses needed Source: TBD
9 busca needed Source: TBD

Schuylkill Elementary

.
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Continuing on page N-3-2, the Private / Parochial Schoou assigned
to the Phoenixville Ar' u School' District'that still have unmete
transportation needs are as'follows:

Kimberton Farms 5 bQses,needed Source: TBD
Valley Forge Christian An'ademy~9 buses needed Source: TBD
Holy Trinity 1 bus needed Source: TBD
St. Ann's 6 buses needea Source: TBD
St. Basil 3 buses needed Source: TBD
St. Mary

, _
4 buses needed Source: TBD

Valley Forge Christian 9 uuses needed Source: TBD
College

Children's House of I bus needed source: TBD
Northern Chester Co.

LEA believes that the following information is responsive to
Interrogatories 1(a) and (b). The answers to 1(c) and 1(d)
are contained in the uraft (#3) School District ~ RERP's prepared !
by Energy Consultants, Inc. under sections marked " School District i

Profile Form"(number of students), Attachment 1. The number of
buses needed would vary depending on the size of bus used.
Attachment 3, titled Resources for Evacuation contains the in-
formation sought by.(d), based on planning done to date reflected
in the draft #3 RERP's. *

In response to 1(e). LEA has assumed that all available buses
normally used by a school district have been included in the
draft RERP's for planning purposes, taking into account potential
overlapping responsibilities, needs and. assignments.in the event
of a radiological emergency. 1(f) is answered by the above.

1(g) is answered by the fact that such little progress has been made
in the time that has laps'ed since these draft #3 RERP's have been
prepared and by the follosing telehone interviews conducted by LEA in
an attempt to update its information and to answer these interroga -
tories as thoroughly as possible:

Question asked: Does the School Distric't have enough buses to
carry out its radiological emergency response plan-for Limerick?
(including both public and private schools) Have all Letters of
Agreement been finalized? *

(see next page for results)

!
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Montgomery County Draft #6 RERP, dated April 19R4

1) Plan contains no additional information as to assignment of
buses or the status of any " unmet needs".

Annex I lists bus companies and the number of vehicles
operated. The copy of the plan given to LEA has the sections
of the table marked " units available for mobilization" and
" Limerick assignments" blacked out. There is no way for us
to determine from this table if this represents anything more
than a listing of resources as opposed to an indication of
resources available and assignments made. (pages I-2-5 to'

1-2-14)
2) Appendix I-3 lists transportation requirements by municipality,

health care facility, special facility, and school district.
Here again, this is a list of the total needs, without any indi-

3signments and formal agreements havecation of whether or not 4
been completed. The section supposed to indicate assignment is

" blacked out". ,,
-

3) Appendix N-4, page N-4-1, is titled " Resources Required for
Evacuation". This page states that the information can be
found in Draft #3 of each Montgomery County School District and
private school RERP. This refers back to the same information
which was cited by LEA as the basis for filing this contention.
No information that has been given to LEA indicates any change in
this status since the time that this contention was filed.

Similarly, the Chester County Draft #7 RERP, dated Dec. 1983
states tue following:

1) Annex I, titled Transportation resources and Requirements
Summary is not filled in and is marked "TO BE DEVELOPED"
(page I-3-1).

2) Appendix 3, Annex N is titled School Bus Resource Inrormation.
This table is marked with a footnote that states:
(page N-3-1)

These are preliminary estimates subject to further school
RERP development.

The unmet needs indicated in this table are as f ollow :*

Owen J. Roberts Sr. H.S. 7 buses needed Source: TBD

Owen J. Roberts Jr. H.S. 5 buses needed Source: TBD

(Phoenixville Area School District)5 buses needed Source: TBD
B'a r k l e y E l e m e n t a r y
Second Avenue School 3 buses needed Source: TBD

9 buses needed Source: TBD
Schuylkill Elementary

.
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Pottstown School District "We have 10 buses and need 37 or 38 more."

call made by LEA volunteer Brenda Honig, 7/13/84 to Mr. James Bush,
Business Administrator (RERP Transportation Coordinator for Pottstown
School District)

Pottsgrove School District "We still have 5 schools that don't have buses.
We expect Energy Consultants, Inc. , the
county or the state to make the arrangements.".

call made by Brenda Honig, IEA volunteer 7/16/84 to Dr. Alvin F. Cole-
man, Assistant Superintendent, Pottsgrc"e School District

|
Perkiomen Valley School District "The High School still needs 1 bus

and we need 4 busus for private schools. We
feel the County is responsible for any

*
shortages. |

call made by LEA volunteer Sandy Welsh on 7/13/84 to Dr. Wescott, ,

Superintendent of Perkiomen Valley School District
Spring-Ford School District "We don't have all our buses yet. Written i

agreements have not been completed."

call made by Karen Kreider, LEA volunteer 7/13/84 to Joe Kinder,
Business Manager for Spring-Ford School District (RERP Transportation
Coordinktor)

Note: RERP Draft #3 lists these needs as follows:
p. A-25 High School 5 buses needed Source: TBD
District Summary Oaks Elementary 3 buses " Source: TBD
Resources Required for Chapel Chric tian
Evacuation Academy (buses TBD) Source TBD

Sacred Heart School " TBD TBD"

West Mont Vo-Tech " TBD TBD"

Collegeville
Montessori " TBD TBD"

St. Joseph's
Kindergarten " TBD TBD"

Me-hacton School District Minutes from meetings of Methacton Emergency
Evaluation Committee attached to this
filing indicate that the Methacton RERP is
going to be changed to include planning
for evacuation to a yet to be determined

host school ( as compared to p#3 RERP).
lans for

sheltering contained in Draft
As a result, transportation needs are not-

yet a ssessed. 6ee minutes from meetings
Note: Minutes were dated 5/31/84, 6/21/84. 7/5/84, and 7/10/84.
cent out by Jim Brown, Emergency Coordinator for Methacton School
District. Notes from meetings of 7/5/84 and 7/10/84 have not yet been
received: therefore this filing includes the notes from Committee member-

Nancy Catton. g $$

.- .
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Phoenixville Area School District "We still need 31 buses. In all, we
need 66 buses, and we presently have
35."

call made by LEA volunteer Lindsey Brinton to Dr. Robert B. Murray,
Superintendent Phoenixville Area School District 7/13/84.

Owen J. Roberts School District Unmet needs have been identified in
letter to Governor Thornburgh from*

Dr. Roy C. Claypool, Superintendent,
(6/7/84) with attachments filed by Dr. Claypool

in this proceeding.Note LEA has not attached this letter because it has previously been
cerved upon parties to this proceeding. The letter states that 25 more
(72) passenger buses are needed to evacuate the school district.

.

In further response to Interrogatory 1(g), LEA notes that there is no
information available to determine the amount of response time involved
b3 fore buses can be expected to arrive at their designated schools
in the event of a radiological emergency. To further document the
osriousness of this concern, LEA has attached an additional letter written
by Dr. Roy/84, which explains how long it took'to notify buC. Claypool, Superintendent of Owen J. Roberts School District,dated 6/12 ses andcwait their arrival for an early dismissal at the school on June 8 1984.

()h>k - I
Contention LEA-12

2. Discuss in detail any deficiency which LEA asserts

to exist in the various plans, implementing procedures, or
training provisions as regards the assignment of school

.

teachers and staff to supervise students and remain with

them during the various stages of a radiological emergency.
ANSWER:

.

LEA asked the same school officials listed above their opinion of
the " adequacy" of the " training" their staffs had received. Their
answers follow on the next page. .

Question asked by LEA: "Have school personnel been " trained"
for both sheltering and evacuation
procedures in the event of a radiological
emergency? Are you staisfied that the
" training"" has been " adequate"?

.
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MONTGOERY COUNTY SCHOOL OFFICIAIS C0!;CL kir, ABOUT "TR A II;I NG "

Pottstown School District (Mr. James Bush, 7/13/84)

"We have not had any " Training", but we did hold one in-service day".

Pottsgrove School District (Dr. Alvin Coleman,7/16/84)

" Energy Consultants, Inc. offered us ' training' but it premature for us,
co we refused it. We have 2800 children -- it is a horribly difficult
probl,em."

Perkicmen Valley School District (Dr. Wescott, 7/13/84)

"We are planning to hold ' training' during the coming year. We have had
come ' orientation'".

SDrine-Ford School District (Joe Kinder,7/13/84)
:

"Ao far as I know, nothing has been done on this plan yet. The School
B:ard has not discussed it, the parents' committee has not met, and
there are no immediate plans for anything to go on."

Methmeton School District (See attached Minutes from meetings chaired
by Jim Brown)

,

Unner Perkiomen School District (Mr. Tony Frey 7/13/84)

"Wo have had a ' verbal presentation'. We have not been " trained" and
wa are not satisfied'.'"

CHESTER COUNTY SCHOOL OFFICIALS RESPONSE CONCERNING " TRAINING"

Phoenixville Area School District (Dr. Murray 7/13/84)

" Ou'r teachers have not been" trained." "We need a ' dry run' after our plan
h2s been completed to test it.

Owen J. Roberts School District (letter from Citizens Task Force 6/5/84)
II.C. "We also recommend that no Emergency Response Plan be submitted

for Board approval without complete and thorough drill and
exercise. If the unmet resource needs are eventually identified,
we would ask that at least one planned drill be scheduled during
the school day with movement of all internal and external
resources to determine if emergency procedures and resources will
adequately provide for student safety and welfare. In addition,
we believe that at least one unscheduled drill (should) be
attempted to provide further assurance of the adequacy of the plan."

BERKS COUNTY SCHOOL OFFICIALS CONCERNS ABOUT " TRAINING".

Boyertown School District (Dr. Rep o le told School Board Member
Beverig Ritter over the phone on 7 1 at )' training"has been adequate". |

84:
We are not totally satisfie

- '

. _ ._. _ __ ..



FURTHER COMMENT 8 After more "traininn" hac been completed to the
satisfaction of school officials, LE A will provide more specificcomments in answer to Interrogatory i/2.

3.
State whether any school teacher or staff assigned

to a school within the EPZ who would supervise students and

remain with them during the various stages of a radiological
emergency has indicated that he would be unwilling to

perform this function because of any human response factor,
a desire to evacuate himself or his family first, or for any
other reason. As to any such person identified, state: (a)
his name; (b) address; (c) school assignment; (d) the

* emergency function assigned to the person; (e) the emergency
i

function which the person has stated he will not perform;
(f) the substance of the statement; (g) the date and circum-

stances under which the statement was made.
.

ANSWER:
Owen J. Roberts School District has surveyed its teachers

and other school staff twice to determine their willingness to
remain with students during a radiological emergency. The
results are discussed in their letter of May 1,
McNamara, Chester County Dept.from Dr. Roy C. Claypool, Superintendent, addressed to John 1984 (page 3)

-

" of Emergency Services.

At the present time, LEA does not have the kind of specific
information sought in parts (a) to (g) of this questions but
believes that the school Superintendent has knowledge of this. ,

a teacher survey was conducted during June to determine theJoe Kinder, _ String-Ford School District, has indicated that
,

5
willingness of teachers to remain on duty in the event of a [:f
radiological emergency. During the phone call made by Karen iKreider on July 13, 1984, he stated, ..i

'

be unwilling toto find out that so many school staff members said they would"Dr. Welliver was surprised3
further details, participate." LEA does not presently have any

-

-

from Dr. Welliver.but will attempt to obtain specific information
-

g
LEA believes that we must conduct a more 01orough investigation
into the basis for assupmtions being made about the willingness 5

of school staff to participate in implementation of radiological ih

emergency response plans. We believe that there is insufficient [
information available to anyone regarding plans and requirements =
for ' sheltering'. Boyertown and. Upper Perk 1 omen School Districts 5said Esthey do intend to survey teachers to gather more specific
information about their willingness to participate. (based on R5
phone calls previously discussed) 5

, _

__ -_ __-_m a_. -- - - -
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._ _ _ _______________________________ _ _ _ _

NOTE: LEA will provide further information as it becomes available.
,

4. State whether any school teacher or staff assigned

to a school within the EPZ to supervise and remain with

students during the various stages of a radiological emer-

gency has ever indicated by word or action an unwillingness

to perform any similar supervisory function during

non-radiological emergencies. If so, state: (a) his name,

(b) address; (c) school assignment, (d) the emergency

function assigned to the person; (e) the emergency function

,which the person has stated he will not perform, or did not
perform; (f) the substance of the sta'tement; and (g) the

date and circumstances under which the statement was made or

the actions occurred.

.

| ANSWER: LEA has not conducted such a survey. It is our position that
! a radiological emergency is different from 'other' disaster or

emergency conditions.

.

5. State whether any teacher or staff in any school in

the United States has failed to perform his assignment to

!
'

supervise and remain with students during any radiological

or non-radiological emergency at any time, or has stated

| that he would not do so in the event of an emergency due to

any human response factors or a desire to tend'to the n'eeds

of his family first, or for any other reason. If so, please

provide the information requested by Interrogatory 4(a)-(g),

above.

ANSWER t LEA does not have the recources to conduct such a survey,
and at the present time is not aware of the availability of such-

information.
_

- '

___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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6. State the level of nonperformance by teachers and

staff required to supervise students and remain with them

during the various stages of a radiological emerg'ency which

LEA alleges as likely to occur due to human response fac-

' tors,-a desire to evacuate oneself or one's family first, or !

for other reasons. Discuss in detail the bas'is for this

projection, whether expressed numerically or as a percentage

of available staff, for each school district in which LEA

* alleges that such nonperformance will occur.

ANSWER: LEA does not believe that emergency response planning for
a radiological emergency has progressed to the point that thisinformation is known by the school districts involved, with
the possible exception of Owen J. Roberts School District. These
concerns are discussed in Dr. Roy C. Claypool's letter to John
MacNamara dated May 1, 1984. On page 3. under the section
' teacher needs evacuation'. Here Dr. Clay
assumed need of a total of 156 teachers, pool refers to anor a 25% reduction in thenumber of teachers needed to supervise students under normal
school operation. IEA has not yet determined the basis for Dr.
Claypool s use of the 25% figure. (This means hs feels 75% of his

normal sunervisory staff is needed).
An example of LEA 's concerns about the diffu^culty of determining
a school's staffing needs at the present time are as follow:

Pottstown School District does not have a basement or any under-
ground areas that can be used to shelter. Mr. Bush said that no
studies had yet been done to determine the effectiveness of
school buildings for sheltering.

Many schools still do not have completed host school agreements.
Among these are:

Owen J. Roberts School District (letters)ypool'sDr. Cla

Methacton School District (see attached Minutes)
Pottserove School District (Dr. Coleman 7/1./84) '

LEA is not aware of any school that has conducted an evaluation
of the. adequacy of its own school buildings for sheltering.

!

|*

.

.,
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f
7. As to cach school within the EPZ, state the level i

of nonperformance by teachers and staff assigned to super- ,

1

vise students and remain with them during a radiological |

emergency which, if occurring, would render evacuation of
school children incapable of implementation. Discuss in

detail the basis for LEA's conclusions, including the

underlying assumptions and methodology by which such con-

clusions were made.
e

ANSWER: See answer to #6. LEA will supplement this response as '

further planning is completed.

-
.

8. Unless otherwise fully stated above, discuss in

detail the basis for LEA's allegation that teachers and

staff assigned to supervise students and remain with them

during a radiological emergency will abandon their assigned

duties because of human response factors, a desire to

evacuate oneself or one's family first, or any other reason.
.

ANSWER: LEA has not yet completed its analysis of any other technical
or factual evidence from other NRC licensing cases. Any relevant
material will be provided to applicant at a later date. LEA's
present concerns are based on general conversations withateachers
and other school staff that have been unaware of their role in
emergency response planning for a radiological emergency. Further-
more, LEA refers back to its answer to Interrogatory #3

.

O

e
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9. State and discuss in detail each measure which LEA

contends that the responsible emergency planners at any

level should take, which has not already been taken (includ-

ing but not limited to revisions of the Plans and/or

implementing procedures), to provide reasonable assurance
,

that school teachers and staff will remain with students to

whom they are assigned in the event of a radiological

emergency.

ANSWER : LEA believes that planning thus far has not progressed far
enough for LEA to be able to provide a. specific response to this ,

question at this time. Generally, in the area of sheltering,
LEA believes that the current RERP's are totally inadequate,
and that all schools involved lack any specific information or
studies about the adequacy of school buildings and air exchange
rates for sheltering purposas during a radiological emergency.

LEA's major concerns at the present time include the following

-traffic congestion making it impossible or difficult for buses
to reach their destination (risk schools as well as host

schools)
-communications capabilities in the event that commercial tele-

phone lines are jammed. This would include communicating
with bus companies and particularly bus drivers in the
event they are called to the school unexpectedly.
(Answers to LEA's Interrogatories were not specific enough
to indicate that this would not be a problem)

-chaos and traffic congestion caused by parents trying to pick
up their children at school once an emergency had been
declared or once it appeared imminent.

-the amount of response time and mobilization time necessary to
conduct an evacuation in a safe and orderly fashion.

-lack of actual unannounced drill and exercises to test whether
or not school personnel really understand thelp roles
and responsibilities in the event of a radiological
emergen.cy.

Other concerns will be further specified as planning progresses.

.

.

e

9
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Contention LEA-13

10. Specify each deficiency wnich LEA asserts to exist

in the plans and implementing procedures with regard to the

evacuation of day-care centers and preschools in the event

of a radiological emergency'. As to each such deficiency,

identify the plan (s) and the exact provision (s) thereof

and/or implementing procedures claimed to be deficient, the

precise population at risk, and the basis for LEA's as-

Aertion that reasonable assurance does not exist that such

population will be evacuated in the event of a radiological

emergency.

ANSWER: On March 13, 1984, LEA supplied applicant and parties to this
case a listing compiled by LEA listing area daycare, preschool
centers and summer camps. By letter of April 3,1984, IEA became
aware that Chester County had reached the conclusion that
For-profit day care centers needed to be addressed in emergency
response planning for a radiological emergency. (Letter is attached)
Since that time, LEA had no further indication whether or not
these needs would be addressed until it received responses on,

7/13/84 to Interrogatories filed by LEA with answers provided by
PEMA. This information contains a draft prototype RERP to be used

^

for facilities licensed by the Fa. Dept. of Welfare and the Pa.
Dept. of Education. PEMA's comments state that:

"Upon completion of its plan, a facility will make copies avail-
able to the municipality and county in which the facility is
located. As these plans are developed, transportation needs
will be identified together with resources to meet t.' needs."

LEA has recontacted most of the schools listed in its March 13. list
(1984)this past week to determine whether or not they had*been con-
tacted yet by either the Risk Counties, Energy Consultants, Inc, or
PEMA, and found that they had not been contacted. LEA called
the County Emergency Management Directors to discuss the status
of these arrangements and was told that FEMA / DFW/ and DOE (Dept.
of Education) would be taking care of this, but as yet these plans
were not yet completed.
Telephone conversation with Mr. Bigelow by Maureen Mulligan

(7/16/84)
Telephone conversation with Timoth Campbell made by Dave Stone

(7 16/84)-

LEA will provide further comments as additional information'
becomes available..

.
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11. Discuss in detail each change in the plans and/or

implementing procedures which LEA asserts that planners must
childrenin order to provide reasonable assurance that ,

make

from day-care centers and preschools will be evacuated in

the event of a radiological emergency.
,, papa

ANSWER: See answer to question #10. When it becomes clear how these
facilities will be included in municipal or county plans, and
.their has been an opportunity to review these provisions, as
weli as any individual plans that are deveopled for any
state licensed facilities, LEA will provide further comments.

12. Discuss in detail each instance, whether involving.

,a radiological or non-radiological emergency, in which LEA

contends that any day-care center or preschool children

became insecure, frightened and totally unmanageable and

traumatized during an evacuation of their school or center.

ANSWER: LEA is conducting a review of technical evidence, and testi-
mony presented in other NRC licensing cases, which is not yet
completed. Testimony from the Indian Point proceedings is
presently under review by myself. I am unable to provide
further details at the present time, but will be able to do so
in the near future. (The testimony referred to from the
Indian Point hearings is listed below:) DOCKET NOE. 50-247 SP

" " 50-286 SP
| Arthur B. Zelman, M.D. Medical Director, Center for Preventgtive

Psychiatry, White Plains, N.Y. dated 6/2/82
Jerome Kagan, PhD., Professor of Human Development, Tufts -

University, dated 6/15/82

Albert J. Solnit, M.D., Director Yale University, Child Study
Center, dated 6/3/82

related testimony of the following teachers of pre-schoo1 children:*

Phyllis Mendelsohn, teacher-director, Croton Community
Nursery School

Abby Perl, nursery school teacher, Croton--

Judith Glass, teacher, Croton Cimmunity Nursery School,-

dated 6/1/82
Paula Meyers, kindergarten teacher, Carrie E. Thompson

School, Croton-on-Hudson

also testimony of Dr. Kai T. Ericson, Professor of Sociology and-

Editor, Yale Review. Yale University
LEA is also reviewing information relative to the accident at Three Mile
Island, as well as other types of emergencies.

-

_ _ _ . . _ - _ _ _
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Contention LEA-14

13. Discuss in detail the basis for LEA's assertion

that a single lift will be insufficient to evacuate school
,

children. Specify each school within the EPZ for which LEA

contends that two lifts will be necessary to evacuate school

children. As to each school, discuss in detail LEA's basis

for contending that two lift.s will be necessary, and specify
,

the number of buses and capacity, and the drivers or other

resources necessary to assure that a single lift will be

sufficient to evacuate all children from that school.

*
ANSWER : LEA's comment was that the plans would have to be revised '

to indicate that sufficient buses were available in order to
provide reasonable assurance that evacuation could be done in
one lift, as is called for in the Concept of Operations of the
School District RERP's. When additional information is available,
LEA will provide further comments with regard to this question.
Presently, it is not possible to determine if an evacuation
can be completed in one lift because of the number of transpor-
tation arrangements still marked "TBD" or as yet to be
arranged.

14. Specify each dosimetric device (by manufacturer,

model number or other designation) and the amount of KI

supplies which LEA asserts to be necessary for school bus

drivers, teachers, or other school staff who may 15e expected
i

.

to make multiple trips into or remain within the EPZ because

of shortages of equipment and personnel during an evac-

uation. -

,

ANSWER: LEA was referring to any dosimetric devices that would
normally be used by emergency workers or those who might unexpectedly
be designated as emergency workers in the event that evacuation
could not be accomplished as rapidly as necessary due to such
conditions such as traffic congestion, adverse weather conditions,
unanticipated shortages of vehicles, buses and/or drivers, or

|any other unexpected occurrances that might result in exposure
I

during a radiological emergency. It is conceivable that a school
could shelter and later decide to evacuate during a radiological*

emergency, resulting in exposure to the Plume. LEA believes. that
it makes sense to include provision of standard dosimetric de- |
vices in the planning process.

- .-
|

*
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15. Specify each change in the plans and/or implement-

ing procedures which LEA asserts to be necessary in order to

ensure that school bus drivers, teachers or otiter school
|

staff who may be expected to make multiple trips into or
remain within the EPZ receive adequate dosimetry and KI
supplies. .

ANSWER : IEA believes that schools and bus personnel should have
reasonable access to dosimetry in the event of an unexpected

radiological emergency. Pre-distribution, such as will occur
eat the county and municipal level should be included in the
planning process. Not all bus drivers will have time to stop '

,

by their offices for such supplies in the event of an
emergency. It is difficult to be more specific at the present time,
because present plans (RERP's)do not address this issue. We would
think that the planners and school officials would have sufficient
knowledge of the most efficient method for distribution depending
on the logistics involved in transportation dispatch and the
individual situations involved at their respective schools.

16. Specify all elements of training which LEA asserts
that planners should provide to school bus drivers, teachers

and other school staff who may be expected to make multiple
trips into or remain within the EPZ in the event of a '

radiological emergency. As to each element of training,
specify the level and detail appropriate for such personnel
in comparison to the training provided emergency workers
under the plans.

ANSWER Training has not progressed to the point that IEA can answer
this question in any further detail than those concerns
expressed in the comments made by school officials referred to
in IEA's answer to Interrogatory #2. -

"

,

e
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17. Specify each change in the plans and/or implement-

ing procedures and training provisions which LEA asserts to

be necessary in order to ensure that school bus drivers,

teachers or other school staff who may be expected to make

multiple trips into or remain within the EPZ receive ade-

quate training.
.

ANSWER: Same as #16.

Contention LEA-15
*

118. Discuss in detail any deficien~cy which LEA asserts

to exist in the various plans, implementing procedures, or

training provisions as regards the assignment of school bus

drivers to transport students to their * respective schools
and/or out of the EPZ during a radiological emergency.

ANSWER: When LEA has been informed which buses have been assigned to
which schools, this question will be answered. Refer back to
answer #1.

19. State whether any school bus driver who would, be
assigned to transport students to their respective schools

and/or out of the EPZ has indicated that he would be unwill-
ing to. perform this function because of any human response
factor during radiological emergencies, a desire to evacuate

himself or his family first, or for any other reason. As to
. - _ _ _ . _ _

_ _

~
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any such person identified, state: (a) his name: (b)

address; (c) school assignment; (d) the emergency function

assigned to the person; (e) the emergency function which the

person has stated he will not perform; (f) the substance o'f

the statement made; (g) the date and circumstances under

which statement was made.

ANSWER: LEA will conduct a more formal survey to determine if
the schools have surveyed their drivers to determine that they
are willing to participate in the event of a radiological
emergency. Owen J. Roberts survey did indicate a need.for
37 additional drivers. Many of those surveyed indicated that their
firpt concern would be the safety of their own families. '

LEA has been told that Methacton is planning to do a similar
survey of their drivers to determine who many understand the
commitment they are being asked to make. LEA will gladly supplement
this response as additional information becomes available.

.

.

20. State whether any school bus driver assigned to
transport students to their respective schools and/or out of

the EPZ during the various stages of a radiological emergen-

cy has ever, by word or action, indicated an unwillingness
to perform his duties during non-radiological emergencies.
If so, state: (a) his name; (b) address; (c) school assign-

.

ment; (d) the emergency function assigned to the' person; (e)

the emergency function which the person has stated he will
not perform, or did not perform; (f) the substance of the

statement, and (g) the date and circumstances under which

the statement was made or the actions occurred.

ANSWER: SAME as for #19

,

o
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21. State whether any school bus driver in any school

district in the United States has failed to perform his

assignment to transport students to their respective schools'

and/or out of the school district during any emergency at

any time, or has stated that he would not do so in the event
of an emergency due to any human response factors, a desire

to tend to the needs of his family first,' or for any other

reason. If so, please provide the information requested by

, Interrogatory 20, above.
|

ANSWER: LEA has not conducted such a survey. We will provide any
additional information as we become aware of it.

22. State the level of nonperformance by school bus

drivers required to transport students to their respective

schools and/or out of the EPZ during the various stages of a

radiological emergency which LEA alleges as likely to occur

due to human response factors, a desire to evacuate oneself

or one's family first or for other reasons. Describe in

detail the basis for this projection, whether expressed

numerically or as a percentage of available staff, for each

school district in which LEA alleges that such nonperfor-'

mance will occur.

ANSWER LEA will provide an answer to this question once the
additional unmet needs indicated in the present RERP's have
been assigned and arrangements have been completed, and when
additional surveys of bus drivers have been completed to deter-
mine-tieir willingness to carry out their responsibilities
in the event of a radiological emergency.'

~

.
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23. As to each school in the EPZ, state the level of
,

!nonperformance by school bus drivers c igned to transport |

students to their respective schools and/or out of the EPZ

during a radiological emergency which, if occurring, would
render the evacuation of school children incapable of

' implementation. Discuss in detail the basis for LEA's

conclusions, including the underlying assumptions and

methodology by which such conclusions were made.

ANSWER: LEA has not conducted any such survey at the present time.
,We refer back to answer #6 where we reference Dr. Claypool's
letter of 5/1/84 (page 3) and his comment that if Owen J. -

Roberts School District were to reduce their supervisor
ratio by 25%, they would still need 91 additional adult
volunteers. Based on this discussion, it appears that he
is hoping for 75% of the normal supervisory personnel to be able
to implement the radiological emergency response plan. With
regard to bus drivers, LEA maintains that each vehicle needs
a licensed driver. Additional comments will be made by LEA as
additional information becomes available.

.

24. Unless otherwise fully stated above, discuss in

detail the basis for LEA's allegation that school bus

drivers assigned to transport students to their respective
schools and/or out of the EPZ during a radiological emergen-
cy will abandon their assigned duties because of human
response factors, a desire to evacuate oneself or one's
family first, or any other reason. *

.

ANSWER: LEA intends to conduct interviews with bus drivers andalso expects that individual schools will survey their
drivers as part of the 'on-going' training program that
is just getting underway. Applicant's response to LEA's first
set of interrogatories indicated that Boyertown, Perkiomen
Valley and Owen J. Roberts School Districts are the only
ones that have conducted any ' training' sessions for bus

*

drivers. LEA will provide further comments when additional
information becomes available.

. _ _ : =M
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25. State and discuss in detail each measure which the

responsible emergency planners at any level should take, )

which has not already been taken (including, but not limited

to revisions of the plans and procedures), to provide

reasonable assurance that school bus drivers will perform

'their assigned duties in the event of a radiological emer-

gency.

ANSWER: One of LLA 's major concerns is the ability to communicate
with bus drivers no matter where they might be during any
part of a 24 hour time cycle in the event that they need

.

, to be contacted and mobilized in the event of a radiological
' emergency. There is insufficient information available to

,

IEA to determine whether or not any other mechanism for
communication other than the commercial telephone is available.

LEA is concerned that assumptions about the willingness
of bus drivers to participate during a radiological emergency

have little or no basis utess those involved arefully informed
about the risks involved and the degree upon which they are
being relied upon in the event of a radiological emergency.
LEA does not believe that the fact that teachers and bus drivers
have signed a contract necessarily means that they can be
counted on during a radiological emergency: or that this is a
reliable planning standard. Furthermore, LIA does not believe
that traffic congestion problems have been adequately
taken into consideration h the planning process.

LEA will make further recommendations as soon as additional
information becomes available.

Contention LEA-22

26. Specify each provision of the plans and/or imple-

menting procedures which LEA asserts to be deficient in

failing to provide adequate training to read dosimetry and

administer KI for farmers who reenter or remain within the
EPZ during a radiological emergency. s

-. ,

ANSWER: LEA has not yet completed its review of the recently released
revised Risk County RERP's (Chester, Berks, and Montgomery) and

*

will provide further comments in the near future.

.. . . . .
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27. Explain the basis for each change in the provisions

of the plans and/or implementing procedures which LEA

asserts to be necessary in order to assure that farmers are

adequately trained to read dosimetry and administer KI in
,the event they reenter or remain within the EPZ during a
radiological emergency.

_ _
-. -

ANSWER i Same as #26.

'
.

Contention LEA-24

28. With respect to LEA's and FOE's assertions that

traffic congestion connected with the Marsh Creek State

Park, Valley Forge National Historic Park, King of Prussia

area and Exton Mall would impede evacuation of the EPZ,

specify: (a) the exact contours of each of these areas, as

defined by natural boundaries, highways or other parameters;

(b) the total number of vehicles exiting from these areas

upon public notification to evacuate the EPZ; (c) vehicle

distribution verses time from public notification (e.g., 30%

within the first 15 minutes, 75% within the first half hour,

etc. ) ; (c) the number of vehicles which would enter on to an

evacuation route from the EPZ (specify number in each

direction) ; (d) the point along each such route at which

congestion attributable to the four designated areas would

occur. Discuss in detail all analyses, assumptions and
,

bases for these answers.

ANSWER: Neither LEA nor F0E has completed any investigation into
_. the above matters. Both LEA and.F0E will provide the requested

- - - - - .
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information at a la ter date.

29. With respect to the " Evacuation Time Estimates for

the Limerick Generating Station Plume Exposure Emergency

Planning Zone" (May 1984) , prepared by HMM Associates, Inc.

("HMM Associates study"), state whether intervenor agrees or

disagrees with the analysis of vehicle queuing in Appendix
,

11 for evacuation routes which intervenor asse,rts would be

affected by traffic congestion from the Marsh Creek State

Park, Valley Forge National Historic Park, the King of

Prussia Area and Exton Mall. Discuss in detail all analy-

. !.
ses, assumptions or other bases for this answer. -

ANSWER: Neither E A nor F0E has yet completed its review of
the HMM Associates " Evacuation Time Estimate Study. These
questions will be answered when our review is completed.

*
i

i

30. With respect to the HMM Associates ctudy, state'

whether intervenor asserts that access control points in

addition to those designated in Table 7.1 are necessary to

alleviate traffic congestion which intervenor asserts would

be connected with the Marsh Creek State Park, Valley Forge

National Historic Park, the King of Prussia area and Exton

Mall. Specify any additional access control points by

intersection and discuss in detail the basis for

intervenor's assertion that they would be necessary.

; ANSWER: Same as #29. This information will be provided by EA and
F0E in the near future.,

,

-w _
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31. With raspset to the HMM Associates study, state

whether intervenor asserts that traffic control points in

addition to those designated in Table 7.2 are necessary to

alleviate traffic congestion which intervenor asserts would

be connected with the Marsh Creek State Park, Valley Forge

National Historic Park, King of Prussia area and Exton Mall.

Specify any additional traffic control points by inter-

section and discuss in detail the basis for intervenor's
assertion that they would be necessary.

ANSW1R: S A!J._ as #29 Further, 1 A is utill awaiting the receipt of
additional information frora i_. A rc 6u rd i . .. the ILh!.DCT traffic
analysis.

32. State whether intervenor agrees or disagrees with

the data, analyses or conclusions with regard to evacuation

time estimates for any route which intervenor asserts would

be af fected by traf fic congestion connected with the Marsh

Creek State Park, Valley Forge National Historic Park, King

of Prussia area, and Exton Mall. Discuss in detail all

analyses, assumptions or other basis for the disagreement.

State intervenor's time estimates for evacuation with regard

to any affected areas and discuss in detail the basis for

such conclusions, including how they would result in any

impediment to plans for evacuation which are capable of

implementation or how such conclusions would demonstrate the

failure to meet any regulatory requirement.

ANSWER: Same as #31

33. Specify any change in the plans and/or implementing
procedures or any other measures which intervenor asserts
that the responsible planners must undertake in order to*

assure that evacuation of the EPZ would not impeded by
traffic congestion connected with the Marsh Creek State

Park, Valley Forge National Historic Park, the King of
Prussia area, and the Exton mall.

ANSriR i Same a3 #31



.

Contention LEA-26
34. Specify each provision of the plans and/or imple-

menting procedures which LEA asserts to be deficient in
demonstrating that there are enough personnel and vehicles
for prompt route-alerting. Discuss in detail why these
provisions are inadequate.

_ ANSWER:
LEA believes that the likelihood that route alerting

public has been underestimated and under emphasized in themay be relied upon as the primary source of notification to the
. planning process. In support of its position, LEA submits thefollowing:

Attachment # 4, Memorandum prepared by IEA consultant Steven
S. Sholly , 3/18/84, that discusses the emergency planning impli
cations of the Limerick Probabilistic Risk Assessments (LGS-PRA

-

a d. LGS-SARA), which discusses the potential for lossloss of off-site AC electrical power.
_ Attachment #5, Letter from skippack Twp. Solicitor to PEMA ,~

6/22/84 which explains some of the concerns of
the Board of Supervisors, primarily item #1,
which states that the Skippack Fire Co. does notintend to participate in radiological emergency
response planning for a site emergency or a6eneral emergency.

Attachment #6, Recommendations made to the hast Pikeland Twp.
Planning Commission to be forwarded totthe Twp.
Board of Supervisors, stating the concerns that 2

this Committee i
(created by the Planning Commission),

has about deficiencies in the RERPs dated 7/6/84. _

Attachment #7
Results from a questionnaire mailed out by LEA y'

on Jan. 20, 1984 to Fire Companies listed in the
3 Risk County RERP's. The lists mailed to ares

?
Chester Co. (Appendix #1, Annex E* listing,

=

fpage E-1-1, Draft #6, RERP)Montgomery Co. (Appendix E-4 listing,
page E-4-1, Draft #5, RERP) ~@

Berks County (Appendix E-2, page E-2-1,,

Draft #5, RERP)
The responses from Fire Companies located within the Plume
Exposure EPZ (10 mile radius) which would be involved in
inquiries as a result of this questionnaire. Most of the" route alerting" are attached. LEA also received telephone5
responses were received in Feb. 198h, and were used to !?

helpIEA ascertain the extent of the Firemen's involvement
"

in the development of the RERP's, as well as their familiar- _

ity with the fact that they were listed in the RERP's. O

f
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35. Specify as to each municipality any further person- j
|

nel or vehicles necessary for prompt route-alerting which '

must be acquired in order to assure that route-alerting

provides 'an adequate means of public notification in the

event of a radiological emergency.

.

ANSWER: LEA contacted the Municipal Emergency Management Directors
for each of the risk municipalities to determine their
assessment of their personnel and equipment needs The calls
were made by LEA volunteers (whose names are listed in
parentheses) after the name, title of the person contacted,
and the date of conversation are listed. Not all Emergencya

Coordinators were abit to be reached by phone.

Collegeville Boro. "I am unsure how many Firemen would be needed.
I guess they would come from the Collegeville Fire Co."
Mayor David Cornish, 7/13/84 (Sandy Welsh)

"Iam unsure.how manDauelass Twn.Kirk Zern, Fire Chief ( y firemen will actually show up."Barry Friedman), 7/13/84
Green Lane Boro. "I am unsure of the involvement of local firefighters."

Mrs. Gerhard Martin, Boro Council member 7/13/84 (Dave Stone)
Limerick Two. "I don't know anything about route alerting. We haven't

really gotten this far with our plan yet."
Edward Doman, Twp. Emergency Coordinator, 7/16/84 (Bill Miller)

Lower Providence Two."We are unsure of our needs and who will participate.'
"We have just appointed a new Twp. Manager (Emerg/13/y Coordinator)"

enc
Richard Brown, Chairman, Board of Supervisors, 7 84 (Bill Adam)

Lower SalfErd Two. " I guess we would use Harleysville Fire Co. I have
no idea how many men would be available." Terry Scholl, Twp.
Emergency Coordinator 7/13/84 (Debbie Brown)

Marlborough Twn. "I don't know how many firemen will participate.
I am unsure about any needs for equipment." Marvin Reiman,
Twp. Supervisor, 7/13/84 (Dave Stone)

New Hanover Twu. "I am unsure how many firemen would be needed. I hope
to use the drill to determine these figures." Dennis Pogany,
Twp. Emergency Coordinator 7/13/84 (Barry Friedman)

Perkiomen Twn. "I have no idea about who will do route alerting * and I
have no volunteers yet. The Twp. would be divided into 3 sectors.
We will need bullhorns and P.A systems for 3 vehicles."
Ed McMahon, Twp. Emergency Coordinator 7/13/84 (Dorothy Owad)

Roversford Boro. "We never understood route alerting to be more than
a back-up notification procedure. We have not polled the
firemen to determine that they would participate. We don't
have enough P.A. systems presently." Robert DeAngelo, Emergency
Coordinator, 7/13/84 (Maureen Mulligan)

,
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Schwenksville Boro, "I would estimate that we would need 25 firemanfrom dchwenksville. I don't know how many would so it. We don't
have enough bullhorns." Ron Clossin, Emergency Coordinator,
7/13/84 (Barry Friedman)

Skiveack Two. "We consider the purpose of route alerting to be to
provide assistance to the handicapped and invalid persons.
No Fireman will participate, and we don't know how many would
be needed. We have 34 miles of roadway, not including state
roads. No equipment is available." Caesar Gorski, Chairman,
Skippack Supervisors, 7/13/84 (Sandy Welsh)

Unner Frederick Twn. "We are expecting PECo to buy us more equi
Roland Hobson, Twp. Supervisor, 7/13/84 (Barry Friedman)pment. "

Urner Providence Twn. " I would expect Firemen from Oaks and Mont
.Clare to do it unless there'is a radiation release involved.We have divided the Twp. into 9 sectors each would need 2
people for route alerting. Our first practice during the
July 11 mini-drill showed that it would take about an hour
for us to do route alerting. We hope to practice so thst we
can get it down to i hour. We believe that PECo will provide
any /84 (Margaret Hoos) equipment we need." Jack ShutesEmergency Coordinator,
7/14

West Pottsgrove Two. "No fireman have agreed to do route alerting yet.
They are waiting to receive equipment'from PECo first. We will
need.2 way/16/84 (Brenda Honig) radios." Richard Bacchi, member, Board of Commis-sioners, 7

Similar responses were received from other municipalit es. LEA believes
that these needs can be much better determined after the July 25 test
drill.

.

36. Specify each provision of the plans and/or imple-
menting procedures which LEA asserts to state that noti-

fication of emergency response organizations will be made by
) sequential telephone calls. Discuss in detail the basis for

LEA's assertion or inference as to each such provision.
,

ANSWER:
IEA believes that tnis needs to be assessed after theJuly 25 test drill.

37. Specify by reference to the County plans and/or
a

implementing procedures each Emergency Broadcast System

which uses a radio station which does not operate 24 hours a
day. State and discuss in detail any basis for LEA's

assertion, if so, that such station could not operate in the

~~ off-hours in the event of a radiological emergency.
..

ANSEER:
It is well known that WC0J, the EBS currently designated

in the Chester County RERF, is not a 24 hour station. LEA
still does not know if this is going to be changed, and will make;

further comments when this has been dr* '.
--- . _- , .- . - . - - - - - - ___ - _- - - -_. - - - - _ - - - -
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Contention LEA-27

38. Specify each deficiency which LEA asserts to exist

in the plans and/or implementing procedures with regard to

the evacuation of the Spring Mountain House, the Camp Hill

Village School and the Camp Hill Special School in the event

of a radiological emergency. As to each such deficiency,

identify the exact provision (s) of the plans and/or imple-

menting procedures claim to be deficient, the precise

population at risk, and the basis for LEA's assertion that

' reasonable assurance does not exist that such population

will be evacuated in the event of a radiological emergency.
ANSWER: LEA contacted the Camp Hill Village Schools to discuss

this matter further. Attachment #8 reflects the concerns of
Camp Hill Special Schools, Inc. in East Nantmeal Twp.

Camp Hill Village School in West Vincent Twp. has still
not received confirmation of any p-anning details in writing,
but is expecting to have its transportation needs included in
the West Vincent Twp. RERP. Once those details have been
finalized, LEA will make further comments on Applicant's
questions above. (Conversation with Helen Zipperlin, Director
of _ Camp Hill Village School, 7/16/Ph)

Spring Ilountain House is now a private hotel and no longer
has any residents requiring special ambulance transportation
assistance. About 40 people live there. After being contacted
by LEA, they became aware that they should get in touch with .
their local Emergency Coordinator and local Fire Chief to
discuss including them in the Upper Salford Twp. Plan. LEA will
make further comments once these details have been arranged. -

,

.

39. Discuss in detail each change in the plans and/or

implementing procedures which LEA asserts that planners must

make in order to provide reasonable assurance that persons ,
. v

from the Spring Mountain House, the Camp Hill Village School

and ' the Camp Hill Special School will be evacuated in the'

'

event of a radiological emergency.

ANSWER: Same as #38
^ '

,

__

y-.
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Contention LEA-27

38. Specify each deficiency which LEA asserts to exist

in the plans and/or implementing procedures with regard to
,

the evacuation of the Spring Mountain House, the Camp Hill

Village School and the Camp Hill Special School in the event

bf a radiological emergency. As to each such deficiency,
~

identify the exact provision (s) of the plans and/or imple-

menting procedures claim to be deficient, the precise

population at risk, and the basis for LEA's assertion that

* reasonable assurance does not exist that such population

will be evacuated in the event of a radiological emergency.
ANSWER: MA contacted the Camp Hill Village Schools to discuss

this matter further. Attachment #8 reflects the concerns of
Camp Hill Special Schools, Inc. in East Nantmeal Twp.

Camp Hill Village School in West Vincent Twp. has still
not received confirmation of any p.anning details in writing,
but is expecting to have its transportation needs included in
the West Vincent Twp. RERP. Once those details have been
finalized, EA will make further comments on Applicant's
questions above. (Conversation with Helen Zipperlin,' Director
of Qamp Hill Village School. 7/16/ N

Spring Llountain House is now a private hotel and no longer
has any residents requiring special ambulance transportation
assistance. About 40 people live there. After being contacted
by EA, they became aware that they should get in touch with
their local Emergency Coordinator and local Fire Chief to
discuss including them in the Upper Salford Twp. Plan. EA will
make further comments once these details have been arranged. -

,

39. Discuss in detail each change in the plans and/or

implementing procedures which LEA asserts that planners must

make in order to provide reasonable assurance that persons ,
v

from the Spring Mountain House, the Camp Hill Village School

and the Camp Hill Special School will be evacuated in the'
'

event of a radiological emergency.

ANSWER: Same as #38 ',
- .. - _ _- - - . -_-_--
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Contention LEA-28 -

40. Discuss in detail the basis for LEA's assertion
1

'that the National Guard could not be promptly mobilized in

heavy traffic or bad weather to perform its assigned task in

the event of a radiological emergency. Specify the particu-

14r Guard function to be performed, the point (s) at which

the Guard will mobilize, the point (s) to which the Guard

must travel to perform the assigned function, and the time

which LEA asserts that the Guard would require to reach its

duty station in the event of heavy traffic or bad weather.

ANSWER: LEA has not yet fully completed its review of the roles
assigned to the fiational Guard in the recently revised County
(Risk) RERP's. When any possible changes that have been made
since the last RERP (which was the basis for filing the
contention) LEA will provide answers to the above questions.

_

,
__ _ _

-
.

41. Specify any changes in the plans and/or implement-

ing procedures which LEA asserts that the planners should

make in order to shorten the time it would take the Guard to

mobilize and respond in heavy traffic or bad weather.

Discuss in detail why and by what length of time the Guard's

response time would be shortened.

ANSWER: Same as #40



,

42. Specify by Municipality and access control point or
other appropriate designation each location as to which LEA

contends there is no assurance of sufficient resources to
provide' towing, gasoline and snow removal on non-state roads
in the event of a; radiological emergency.

ANSWER: Although the recently revised Risk' County RERP's provide
~

additional information that wasn't included in' the earlier
RERP's, LEA has not,yet completed a municipality by municipality
review of these resources. LEA has : filed interrogatories with the
applicant to determine if additional planning has taken place
that might. address LFA 's concerns. Applicant has ref used to
answer LEA 's interrogatories. LLiA will have to conduct its

- own survey of these resources ~and whether or not all needed
' letters?of agreement have been' completed in order to be able

to answ'sr this ~ question. IEA will conduct such a survey in the
near future. ''

-

.
- -

s

,

43. ' Specify any change: inLthe plans and/or implementing,

procedures which LEA asserts'that the planners must make in
order to, provide assurance that there will be adequate

towing, gascline ind snow removal resources on non-state
roads in the event of a radiological emergency.

, . , .

ANSWER: Same as #42. -

DOCUMERT REQUEST: Attachments #1 through #8 are responsive to*

Applicant's? request.
.

J x
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OWEN J. ROBERTS SCHOOL DISTRICT.

R.D. 1, POTTSTOWN, PA 19464
.

.

::t n
U3Hkt

TO: Members of the Board of School Directors, Adminis atbh 'l:10
Members of the Emergency Planning Task Force

FROM: Dr. Roy C. Claypool, District Superintendent { " g ,, E,

. -

SUBJ: Testing of Existing Parent Call Chain in the Event of
Unexpected Emergency

Communications to Elected Officials, Regulatory Agencies, and others
Subject: Incomplete Inadequate Nuclear Evacuation Plan

DATE: June 12, 1984

As most of you are aware by now on Friday, without warning, I announced an early
. dismissal on the criteria of expected heat within classrooms to exceed 95 to 97
degrees.

The standard operating procedures were used in notifying each principal, radio
stations, bus contractor, and parents.

The following is my evaluation of that activity for the purpose of demonstratirkg
the problems we would face in the event of an alert related to nuclear or a
chemical spill in our local area.

In order to ensure that the buses would be here by 11 a.m. it was necessary for me
to notify the bus coordinator by 8:30 a.m. If I had not, according to the
coordinator, it may take hours before we could round up the bus drivers.

'
a

The radio stations had little difficulty in receiving my communications because of
the codes used for an emergency.

The parent chain calling system failed to operate adequately because many of the
parents have allegedly thrown away their call systems lists because inclement
weather is now over.

Conclusions:
. ,

Unless we notify bus drivers while they are physically in their buses [via two-way
radio), we may face at least two (2) hours delay before having adequate number of
buses available for an early dismissal.

It is quite apparent from the experience we had on Friday that the call system not
only is inadequate, but that many parents do not recognize the need to maintain
this call system other than for a major inclement weather situation. It is
interesting to note that in a number of cases, unless these people were alerted to
an emergency situation via the TV the night before, many have been unable to find
their lists for the next morning.

(OVER PLEASE)



iJune 12, 1984
Pag 9 2 .

Recomendations: .

1. The bus transportation departnent must upgrade our communication
bus drivers when they are not behind the wheel. contacts with bus drivers in order to decrease the time needed to notify

;2.
Our building principals and especially PTA/PTO's must structure chain
call systems that can be implemented at any time during a twenty-four(24) hour period., -

3.
It is reconrnended that one of the first projects to be addressed by
local PTA/PTO's in September would be the structuring and implementationof an emergency planning notification system.

Enclosed please find a communication sent to a number of elected officials,regulatory agencies and others on the subject of,
"The Incomplete InadequateRJclear Planning Area."M; clear Evacuation Plan For The Owen J. Roberts School District Within The Limerick

Enc.
CC: B. Kersch

K. Rice

:

*

a
A
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!

!
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COCSTY OF CHESTER
*

-

COMMISSIONERS '

,

Earl M. Baker, Chairrnan Robert J. Thompson Patricia Moran Bald 4in
'

v DEPARTMENT OF EMERGENCY SERVICES i'CC rB P
#'14 East Biddle Street, West Chester, PA 19380 (215) 431 6160 (M , L

Timothy R. S. Campbell
eg JUL 2Director -

.1 All :10.

April 3, 1984__
:: -

ECC, Cpu , g
:RD:CM.

Mr. Joel Grottenthaler
Energy Consultants

Riverside Office Center #3
2101 North Front Street
Harrisburg, PA 17110

Dear Joel
*

After reviewing the matter with my staff and discussing it with you and*

others, I have come to the opinion that we need to address the issue of
the For-Profit Private Day Care Centers. As you know, the Pennsylvania
Emergency Management Agency does not consider these centers as special

.

*

populations requiring either independent plans or special consideration
*

within the municipal plans.

After looking at the number of such groups within the Limerick EPZ in,

"
Chester County, the size cf the student bodies and the apparent lack
of transportation available during the normal period of the day that
children are in these day care centers, I find myself disagreeing.
The private for-profit day care centers are no different in my mind
than non-profit day care centers and have similar populations with
similar emergency needs.

*

I would appreciate it if Energy Consultants would either include for- O

profit day care centers in the municipal plans or if this is not accept-
able, develop a seperate annex to the Chester County Plan to cover this
rather large group of residents of the Limerick EPZ.

Sincerely,

a %cadicr
Timothy R. S. Campbell

,

Di' rector *
TRSC ce
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,
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FJ:THACTON SCHOOL DISTRICT j

EME.RGENCY EVALUATIC:: CO:OiMEE
MEETING #1 MAY 31, 1984

ARROWHEAD SCHOOL

,

(7:00-9:00 pm) .gy,

us:a.: . ~

-

f ,
,

COMMITTEE MEMBERS PRESENT: . JA 23 All:10
Nancy Koehler, Jackie Crahalla, Richard Oesterling, Yancy- ,

Catton, John Rafferty, Jim Brown rg dM di'. ', .

' ' (uN sk& Y
COMMITIEE 2BERS AESENT: .

'

Lee Seitz, Tyrone Johnson, Carl Daddona, Frank Panaia

The meeting began with 'ntroductions and each co=nittee member sharing
his/her background and p trsonal interest in serving on this co=uittee.

Jim Brown established a time-line (based on parameters provided by Dr.

Warner) and guidelines for the co=nittee's work. It was stressed that
the task at hand was to provide a forum for public input relative to
the district's emergency response plan - not to debate about the Limerick
Power Plant.

Mr. John Cunnington, from Energy Management Consultants in Harrisburg,
who has worked with the district in the plan to this point, gave a detailed

verbal report. He shared several basic principles of school district

emergency evacuation plans. Among these were differentiations between
plans for schools within and outside of the EPZ (Emergency Planning Zone -
10 mi. radius), sheltering, schools in/out of session, and the fact that
there were no "early dismissal" options in such emergency situations. He

also noted that a Host School, located beyond the EPZ, needed to be iden-
tified for each school district's plan. County-level authorities would be
responsible for notifying school 3 outside of the EPZ. He also stated that
after 8:00 pm, Methaeton School District students would be transported
from the Host School ('isthacton Jr/sr High comple>:, which is located \ mile
beyond the EPZ) to a Feeding Center at Plymouth Whitemarsh High School.

Mr. Cunnington said that there are four levels / classifications of energen-
cies:

1) Unusual event (no notification necessary)
2) Alert (preparatory-cancel tracial events)

3) Site emergency
4) General emergency

.

.
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Mr. Lin Eigelow, who serves as the Director of the M ntgomery County
effice cf Energency planning (Eagleville), told the cc- 'ttac about his
office's role in an emergency evacuation s'ituation. He stated that his
office would, at a later time, provide our co=mittee with maps indica-
ting emergency evacuation routes. He also noted that his office would
arrange for transportation of students if district school buses were -

*

not available in sufficient numbers. -

Several questions were directed to our two guests. As a result, Jim
Brown identified several specific issues to be discussed by the committee
at future meetings which seemed to be significant concerns, namely:

/ ;,'.
' , ~

1 )', Methacton Jr/Sr High complex as the Host School vs
~

~ :t .j -. - 7...,

evacuation to another location further removed from
'*5''the EPZ. a,

2) Private / Parochial schools evacuation - who is (j p,
responsible?

3) Bus Drivers / Teacher 3 5 availability and responsibilities
4) Examination of Emergency Evacuation route =aps

"

5) Sheltering concerns
. -

Richard Oesterling, who is a nuclear engineer, shared information about
levels of contamination with the other members of the committee. John
Rafferty, who is a school director, suggested polling the bus drivers to
assess their availability in an emergency evacuation situation. ,

Jim Brown scheduled two further meetings of the co=nittee:
'

..
-

.

Thursday, June 21 - 7:00 pm
Thursday, July 5 - 7:00 pm

.

Both subsequent meetings will be held in the Arrowhead School library,
which is located at 232 Level Road in Collegeville. Dr. Warner has re-
quested that a revised revisien of Draft #3 of the plan be submitted to
him by mid-July, so that the School Board may act on the plan at-their
August neeting. Mr. Brown stated-that copies of the 90 page Draft #3 would
be sent to co=mittee members, along with meeting notes. He also mentioned
that the focus of the June 21 meeting would be to go through Draft #3 and
discuss specific areas of concern.

cc: Dr. Warner, MSD Superintendent ,,
,

Mr. Derr, MSD Assistant Superintendent
Mr. Cunnington
Mr. Bigelow

L .

.
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tu:TMCTON SCHOOL DISTRICT
EMERGENCY EVACUATION CO.5'ITTEE

MEETING ir2 JUNE 21, 1984
ARROWEEAD SCHOOL
(7:00-9:30 pm)

.

COMMITTEE MEMBERS PP.ESENT:

Tyrone Johnson, Nancy Koehler, Jackie Crahalla, Nancy Catton,
Elaine Graham, John Rafferty, Les Carlton, Jim Brown

CO.51ITTEE MEMBERS ABSENT:

-- Lee Seitz, Richard Oesterling, Carl Eaddena, Frank Panaia

Jim Erown started the nee:ing by introducing Elaine Graham and Tyrone
Johnson, neither of whom were able to attend the first meeting on May 31.
Mr. Brown openly apologized for the fact that most co=mittee members did
not receive their packet of information from the last meeting until very
recently. He noted that he had completed this information five days pre-

Jim asked ifviously, but for some reason the mail must have been slow.
there were any questiens on the notes of the last meeting and also did a
brief review of the several significant concerns which were raised at
the last meeting. He also noted that he had recently communicated with
Dr. Warner and that he had extended the time frame for the work of the
committee indefinigely, Dr. Warner is also supportive of the idea of sur-.

veying bus drivers, but is not supportive of smrveying the professional
staff at this time. Jim also chared that he had spoken with both Dr. Roy
Claypool, the superintendent and Mr. Joe Clark, chairperson of the Emer-
gency Evacuation Task Force of the Owen J. Roberts school district. A
packet of information was provided to each cc=mittee nember which contained
several items from Owen J. Roberts * work on their emergency evacuation plan.
This included a cover letter to the teachers, along with ccpies of both a
teacher survey and bus driver survey, as well as specific results from the
teacher survey. Most of these sheets were individually discussed by the
committee. Jim also shared a number of items that he felt would be of in-

.

terest to the ecmmittee that had been gleaned from a 2b hour discussion
with Joe Clark. Suggestions offered to us by "r. Clark included the need
to survey and assess ctaff fcr cvailability. Unmet re:rurce needs were the
most significant problem, Opecifically the cecting lack of cooperation frem
the Chester County Department of Emergency Services. It was noted that

school officials cannot denv carents access to their children. The Owen J.
~

Roberts school district is not providing for private and parochial school
students in their plan. They have written let:crs to each of these build-
ings informing them that they do not want to presume authority over them.
All of the private and parochial schocle have been pleased with this arrange-
ment in the Owen J. Feberts district. "r. Clark sugger:cd that the highlight

hof working on an emergency evacuation plan shculd overplanning. It was

shared that the teachers reacted very negatively to the first survey which
had been formulated by their task forcc. The teachers acrociation was in-
volved in the ferrulation cf a second survey thich was ed..inistered to all
teachers, folleving a half- day training sc ssion that was provided by Energy
Consultants in !:arrisburg. The cost to their district and teacher salaries
was estimated to to $2000 for this program. "r. Clark shared th:: documen-

tatien of the facts and putting together of this plan,as well as careful
tabulaticn of local data was very significant.

.
. ,
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Eic.hlights of a recent re. cert, compiled by the citizens task force.
were shared with the ecmmittee. Reccamendatiens of this report were
that their cc:mattee could not, at this time, submit the current drcf:
(#7) of their Radiological Emergency Response plan for approval to the
school borad. Due to a seeming lack of cooperation from the Chester
County office of Dnergency preparedness, this school district will be
contacting the Federal Energency planning Agency to inferr them of the
detailed review of the unset resource needs and the lack of response by
Chester County. It has also been recommended that no emergency response
plan be submitted to their board for approval without complete and thorough
drill and exercise. Specifically, it was recommended that one clanned drill
be scheduled during the school day and one unscheduled drill be attempted-

to provide further assurance of adequacy of the cmergency plan. Their
final reccamendation was that their citizens task force should continue
to function until all cmergency planning issues are resolved and the Ener-
gency Eesponse plan is detarmined to be ade cate to provide for the pro-
tection of the students of the Owen J. Roberts School District. Mr. Clark

also shared with Mr. Brown that a host school locatien (Twin Valle1- Hic.h.

School) has been selectbd for his distri'ct, but this resp 6nsibility has
~

not yet been accepted by the host school. Mr. Clark anticipated numerous
traffic problems in their plan and felt that his committee had a long way
to go, even thcugh they have been working on their plan for almost two years.
The plan itself was provided to Mr. Erewn and he noted that he would look
over the plan and compare it with our particular plan and highlight specific
areas that were alike as well as those that were different for cur ncxtmeeting.

.

Mr. Brown noted that he had been in centact with Mr. Eigelo: regarding
the issue of checking on the possibility of a host school Laing designated
for Methaccon other than our own junior and senior highs. Mr. Bigelow
did not have a response to this and suggested contacting Mr. Cunnington.
This has been done and Mr. Brown is waiting to hear frcm Mr. Cunnington on
this issue. It was noted that neither Mr. Cunnington or Mr. Bigelow were
available to attend tenight's meeting.

Many cuestions and ccncerns were raised by members of the committee. It
was suggested that all staff mcmbers he surveyed in one way or another. This
would include bus drivers, teachers, food service , and custodial and main-
tenance staff. A major concern was the idee of whather i.here w:uld be a cafe
air exchange system in the hest schcol site. It was caphasized that a radia-
tion free envircament needs to he present for the safet;. of our students.
It was suggested that the Nuclear Ecgulatory Commission or some other agencybe contacted to do a test in this realm, once a specific host school had been
determined.

Several committee mtsbcrs raised the issue of cmergency evacuation drille to
be initiated by thf: district in the f:ll. .:t was emphacited that studente
and staff need to be prepared for a full- scale ersruation situatien. Fothplanned and unscheduled drills were suggested. It was suggested that a rep-
recentative of the Metr acton Educatien A:sociaticn be invited to a ccmmittee
meeting at a later date if specific i:3 cec relative to the tocching staff in
general were to be diccussed. ::rs. ':ancy Rochler stated that in the interim,
che felt cc..fortable stating .iewr and criciens of tecchcrs and the accccia-
tien, since che h r.te;f 1., a v.mber. Tncre wan a cancenrus of mcnbers of
:nc c c r.i ttu tnat thurc :: t ecricut ccncerne ch:.ut the id: ci h?.:ing
:.thete: ? a - ys-- f er u:. :: f:he ci : r t?.c ' ; ; ; r ch tc l. :::: of _.is concern

'

..s prcdiented en the fact that the Junior /S.nic r.ign cc picx is located
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only one-half-mile removed from the EP2. Questions were raised about
the psychological impact on very young students in terms of the wholc
issue of nuclear power. It was shared by one committee member that many
young students seemed to have a very biased view of nuclear power and
might,in fact, equate nuclear energy with ate: .ic weaponry. The issue of"

whether the junior and senior high schools should also be evacuated if
a second host school is determined was discussed. Another concern was the
area of students who drive to school. Another concern shared was what
the legal constraints on our committee were in terms of a time frame for
approval. It was noted that the ecm=ittee would need to have some reco= men-
dation by the time the plant was ready to operate. Jackie Crahalla noted
that she would be happy to provide the co=mittee with copies of the Lower
Providence Township evacuation plan at our next meeting. It was the con-
census of the committee that we should not assume responsibility for private
or parochial schols. However, it was also suggested that at the proper
time, letters be written to each school informing them of this decision.
A question was raised about our responsibility to nursery school students.
It was shared that .Methacton did not have responsibility of pre-schools.

Since considerable information from the Owen J. Roberts School district
was shared' at this meeting and a number of new areas were discussed in
detail, there was not sufficient time to begin looking at Draft 3B of the
Methacton' plan. It was determined that this would be the focal point at
the next meeting. The next meeting will be hcid on Thursday, July 5, at
7:00 pm, Arrowhead School library. Another meeting was also scheduled
(#4) for the ce=mittee for Tuesday, July 10. Subsequent meetings beyond
July 10 will need to be scheduled later in the summer.

The meeting was adjourned by Mr. Erown at 9:30 pm.

.
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| EETHACION EVACUATIOK FIANS - MEETING #3 - Nancy Catton's notes
July 5, 1984

COMMITTEE MEIGERS PRESENT: Same as last time except for
Nancy Koehler, the school nurse.

The next two meetings were set for Tues., July 10, and Thursday,
August 23 At the latter meeting we will have a speaker from the
NRC, who will be able to answer many questions and explain ~how
evacuation went at TMI. (This, courtesy of Tyrone Johnson, whose
wife is with the URC and who felt such a speaker would help us.)

Alternate host schools were discussed - possibly Norristown
High School or Montgomery County Community College.~

Jim Brown said that he still hasn't received the updated evac.
maps he requested from Mr..Bigolow, but hopes to have them by
July 10.

Jim 3rown said that although Methacton will not be participating
in the drill on July 25 it will be monitoring the drill.

He told the task force about the comparison he's made between
Methacto_'s plans and those of OJR. The plans are virtually the
same, he said. OJR has a waiver of responsibility for kids who
drive; an alternative administration office; plans for drinks
and snacks; a listing of buildings at risk; extra district
relief designates; a list of unmet resource needs; a list of
a host school for each individual school ( 7 - check on this);
two sample letters. However, OJR has no maps, as Methacton
does; no organisational chart; no calendar.

Jim Brown confirmed that Audubon and Worcester are closed and
can be eliminated from the plans. Audubon is to be used for

,

teacher in-service.

Eower Providence residents will be going to Neshaminy Mall. There
will be animal shelters around the area. Methacton is supposedly
'to be used as a decontamination station and mass care center.
(This information is from Jackie Crahalla, whose husband is with
the state police. I think I have it right in my notes.)

In going over the evac. plan draft page by page (we got only as
far as p.18), we picked up the following points of particular
concern:

p. 7, II.B.7 Question of what school will be host school.
Supposedly, if kids were kept at their own
schools, and no host school were designated,
the school board would be liable. A host

school is necessary if the state is to be liable. It
was' suggested by John Rafferty that we check this out,

*
looking up previous court cases.

p. 7, II.B.15. Problems with who will nick up each child,
and how, and how records will be kept.

p. 8, II.E.2. Te11 abs 294 eliminated; sirens now used.

p. 9, II.E.5 Much discussion of notification procedure
for parents, including problems with tele-
phone chains.

p. 11, II.G.3. Check on "e." Also, earlier feeding might
be' desirable (ng.n) 3ast line sceewha; vague..

. - -. . ., - - _ _ _. -__ -
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Eethacton July 5, 1984*

p. 12, II,H,1. Is the Administrative Building a good location
for a " command center" for the school district,
or should there be an alternative ?

_p. 13, II,H,4. Jim Brown recommends more than two alternates
to function in the Superintendent's and

the necessity (and difficulty) pointed outPrincipals' absence. He also
of updating

. rosters.

p. 14, II,K. Expense records are to be kept; who will be
paying for drills, etc ? This was discussed
at length, and it was brought out that if
PECO is paying for anything it should be
by written agreement. There was concern over
costs to be borne by the school district.

Jim Brown noted that drills, etc., for
teachers and staff would be the district's
responsibility and should not be initiated
by FECO.

p . 17 , V , A . It was pointed out that an unusual event
meant a hardening at the olant which is not

(Wha hap ened related to the function o'f the olant directly
^

0 ' (ex., a worker stubbing his toe); therefore,
the school would not be notified.

an" alert,"becauseofclosenesstoLimerick.gfibyn-
OJF 'will put its plan into effect.upon notY,3.

,

Methacton is still awaiting maps.

p. 18, V,B. The question arose about evacuation of North
Montco Vo-Tech students if it should be decided
that the Jr. /Sr. High are to be evacuated
because of proximity to 10-mi. sone. The
bus driver on the task force (head of the
drivers, I think) - Tyrone Johnson - said
that there are three busloads of vo-tech
students each year. They leave from the
Senior High area.

A note was made that the school should ch- ek
with the NRC about the safety-security of che
entrances, exits, and windows.

Discussion about making sure that emergency
lines are not tied up by incoming calls from
parents, Methacton may have a separate line
set up, although presently there are extensions
unknown to the parents.*

.
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(:!anc: .mtton's notes)
COMMITTEE MEMBERS FRESENT: James Brown, Tyrcne Johnson,

Nancy Koehler, Jackie Crahalla, Richarc Cesterling,
Frank Panaia, Elaine Graham, les Carlton, Nancy Catton

ABSENT: John Rafferty; LeRoy Seits (couldn't be reached);
Carl Daddona (interested, but has been unable to attend;
has had experience with evacuation in the military)

Jim Brown said that he informed Mr. Cunnington, energy manage-
ment consultant for PE, that we are considering having an
alternate-host school. Mr. Cunnington contacted the superin-
tendent of Norristown School Dietrict (one of our possible
choices), without definitive results, and will be contacting
Montgomery-County Community Cc11ege, another possible choice.

Mr. Cunnington said that the 8 I.M. time for mass care and
feeding was arrived at by compromise, and that another time
would have to be re-coordinated with other school districts and
with the Red Cross.

Jim said that maps are still not available from Mr. Eigelow.

Regarding the drill set for July 2 5, Jim said that Methaeton
will not be participating or monitoring, but that Dr. Warner's
office would be contacted. (What each superintendent does after
being contacted is up to him. He might request that the princi-
pals in his district report back to him on how many children are
in school, where they are, etc.).

It was noted that Lower Providence Township also will not be
participating in this drill, since it lacks necessary equip-
ment, etc. The warning sirens are to bb sounded, and there
may be some traffic flow checks.

It was recommendec that Ic. 32.ccios: bc infer:9td that Methacton
does not intend to participe.tc. 3cri :s autcratically regard
Methacton as having succensfull:. ;Lrticipated.

Jim Brown said that a hot line from the superintendent'.s office
might be set up for emergencies, and that there might be partial
(gradual, because expensive) installation of two-way radios in
the school buses.

Corrections were made by Jim of my notes from meeting #3:
Mr. McNenamin, rather than Tyrone Johnson, is head of the
Methacton bus drivers; traininC for school district personnel
"would not" (rather than "should.not") be initiated by TE;
and Owen J. Roberts would put their plan into effeat partially,
not fully, upon an alert. Also, OJR has two draft letters in
-its plan, not one.

Tyrone Johnson told the group that Mr. Joyner ( ?) at the NRC
told Mrs. Johnson that the URC is not able to send out a
speaker (now against policy), and that we may put our questions
in writin6 to the NRC. Also, we may put a request for a
speaker in writing; Mrs. Johnson is kindly dcing this for us.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___
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Jackie Crahalla said ::.:: Tac hro:.ks. a repcricr with the
Times Herald, asked if he night attend cne -f our meetings.No decision was made en tnis;
whether his presence might be inhibiting. concern was expressed about
The ouestion of liability again arose.
Kethacton's responsibility to come up with an evac. Jim said that it isplanotherwise, PE will devise one for us. Also, all expenses;
far incurred by school districts have been borne by the dis-so

tricts, the exception being for training given to the OJR staff.However, the cost for teachers' salaries for that one day of
training was estimated to be S8000, which was' not assumed byFE.

cf representatives of the schocls to discuss such matters: Jim said that he did not' plan to try to set up a meeting
He is not sure if they woula be interested in such a discussion;
some may be accepting the plans as they are; and arranging such

'a meeting would be very difficult because of time constraints,logistics, etc.

Jim intends to set up a telephone chain within the Methactontask force, he said.

Dick Oesterling brought up the meaning o'f an " Alert." He saidM alert probably has little significance for the schools, andtHat wit' the exception of 3-5 situations,
trigger any action on the part of Methacton.an alert need notHowever, itseemed to be the
than sorry" should be our guide. consensus of the task force that "better safe

Dick also said that ' sheltering is usually thought necessary if(1) there are atmospheric conditions in which a plume is passing
over but not touching the ground, and (2) the plume does touchthe ground (the more likely scenario) but radiation levels are
not particularly hiCh, and evacuation is not recommended.
criteria for the decision te shelter, then. are projected doseThe
levels and atmos 9 "10 condfi''.r. He ~: i d '.t.: in a shelter-ing situation there is ne t:vt,

:n 'I g rrent within the
affected area, and that thic mir:~.1 :.r v t centequences if there
is a need for medical attention for students being sheltered.
He told the group that damp cloths might have some small effectagainst' iodine contamination,

; cloth: (p. 23, 3.c.). especially if they were scapy
'(Note: Dick Oesterling is .a nuclear engineer who .has been
involved in nuclear energy for at Icast 20 years.)
Once again the question arose as to whether the school build-
ings (and what portions of the buildings) would actually.be safe 3
for sheltering.
commissioned a study, due out in December, Dick said that the Atomic Industrial Forum has

m
"

on whether shelteringis a viable option. i

U

There was much discussion about the disposition of students who u

are bused outside of the school district. For example, Tyrone| told the group, Methacton carries two busloads of students each
day to Eishop 1:endrick, and the+ out of 50 buses,15-20 may be , , . .

outside of the district. Dick suggested that in an " alert" ;;;

phase, provisions should be made for pick-up of students who @,

!

were bused outside the acnool district, and he anked how parents
-

,,

E

.
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would know where their chilcren were. It was recon:aendec that
-responsibility for disposition of students bused outside of the
district be clearly established. (Is it Methacton's, or that
of another school district ?)
The question arose as to just what " standby" for buses in an
alert would entail (p. 22). There was discussion about the
directive to use King of Prussia (or another site to be deter-
mined "TBD") as a staging area, and it was suggested that there
should be multiple staging areas.

The task force acknowledged that there might be many problems
with parents picking up their children from school, and there
were questions about transport of children to mass care centers,
and about who could be counted on the accompany them.

Tyrone Johnson said that as far as counting on bus drivers goes,
salary would be a strong motivating factor. It was suggested
that bus drivers ought to know what is to be expected of them,
by whom, and who will pay. Apparently some of the driving would
be for the school district and some for the county. Tyrone also
said that drivers are generally conscientious about making their
whereabouts known durinc the dcy.

It was noted that the state police permit three passengers in
each bus seat. However, Tyrone said that this was a very un-
desirable situation, especially in bad weather, because crowding
in the bus could dangerously limit visibility.

Adequacy of medical care for students during sheltering was
discussed. Mancy Koehler said that there are two nurses to

will be working in the fall. serve three elementary schools,(The exact schedule for nursesand that several nursing assistants
needs to be ascertained.) Dosimetry, maintenance of medical
supplies and records, administering of medicines, and possible
tagging of students with medical problems, such as penicillin
allergies, were touched upon.

Jim Brown said that it was not certain that Methacton would be
used as a decontamination center, as rumored. .

In further discussion of the 8 P.M. feeding time, it'was noted
that if children were kept in the school district, as in shelter-
ing, there would be no need to observe the 8 P.M. schedule, which
might be hard on the youngsters.

It was recommended that there be a firm and clear chain of notifi-
cation and command in an emergency situation. Dick Oesterling
asked if there has been any kind .of code set up (a concept he
said is twenty years old). Jim said he would look into this
possibility.

Jim * told the group that it would be up to the OEP to inform 1the
Red Cross about mass care needs. (p. 21, h.3.)

The next task force meeting was set for 7:30 P.M. , Thursday,
August 23 I will be sending postcards out about a week before
the meeting to remind the task force tombers.

Nancy Catton
.
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TO:' Phyllis Zitzer :U-?'*
FROM: Steven C. Sholly

4

DATE:- 18 Marcia 1984

S WJ: Bnergency Planning Implications of the Limerick Probabilistic Risk
Assessnents (i.e. , LGS-SARA and LGS-PRA)

s

------------------ -------------------- _ --- -------------_

---------

1.0 Introduction

.

'Ihe probabilistic risk analyses of the Limerick Generating Station
["Probabilistic Risk Assessnent, Limerick Generating Station", Revision 5,
September 1982 (" LGS-PRA"); " Severe Accident Risk Assessment, Limerick,

Generating Station", NUS kport No. 4161, April 1983 (" LGS-SARA") ) contain
useful information for offsite energency planning purposes. A key feature of

the anergency plans for Limerick is the reliance on an AC-electric powered
siren alerting syste for the purposes of alerting the public to the need to
tune to an Bnergency Broadcast System (ERS) station for anergency
instructions. In this manorandun, I will docunent an analysis of the ISS-SARA
~and LGS-PRA for sequences in which offsite AC electrical power is lost and,
therefore, during which the siren alerting systen will not be a'tailable.

.

.

9
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2.0 NRC Requirements for Prompt Public Notification System ;

,

NRC's regulations at 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix E, Section IV, Part D,

Paragraph 3, contain the following requirment:

By February 1, 1982, each nuclear power reactor licensee shall
d eonstrate that administrative and physical means have been
established for alerting arx3 providing prompt instructions to the

public within the pltme exposure pathway EPZ 'Ibe design. . .

objective of the prmpt public notification systs shall be to*

have the capability to essentially complete the initial
notification of the public within the plune exposure pathway EPZ
within about 15 minutes.

3.0 Analysis of IES-PRA and ISS-SARA for Loss of Power
Power Contribution to Core Melt Frequency

o

3.1 IGS-PRA Analysis of Non-Seismic Loss of Offsite Power

LGS-PRA calculated a mean core melt frequency of 1.5 x 10-0 per reactor

year for " internal events" [ LGS-PRA, page 3-112) . 'Ihe tem " internal events"

is something of a misnaner in this case because the LGS-PRA analysis of
" internal events" includes plant transients initiated by a loss of offsite

power. Such initiating events are designated T sequences.
E -5

Of the total core melt frequency of 1. 5 x 10 per reactor year,

LGS-PRA estimates that 44% arises from two accident sequences initiated by a

loss of offsite power. 'Ibese accident squences are designated T UV (loss of
E

offsite power followed by failure of high-pressure and low-pressure injection;
-6

estimated core-melt frequency contribution of 5.9 x 10 per reactor year) and

T UX (loss of offsite power followed by failure of high-pressure injection and
E

failure to timely initiate the Automatic Depressurization Systen; estimated
~

core melt frequency contribution of 6.9 x 10 per reactor year) [ LGS-PRA,

pages 3-35 and 3-198] . .

3.2 IGS-SARA Analysis of Seismic Loss of Offsite Power

LGS'-SARA apparently treated the LGS-PRA mean core melt frequency
estimates as " point estimates" (see, for ex m ple, Table 12-1, page 12-22,

LGS-SARA). LGS-SARA exterried the LGS-PRA risk estimates by incitr3ing an
,
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e

analysis of external events, incitr$1ng sels:nic ever ts.
According to the LGS-SARA analysis, offsite power is lost at a median

ground acceleration of 0.20g [ LGS-SARA, Table 3-1, page 3-16]. mis is
consistent with tM Zion, IMian Ibint, and Seabrook PRAs performed by
Pickard , Iowe & Garrick (these studies, as well as ISS-SARA, utilized the
seisnic risk analysis services of Structural Machanics Associates) .

ISS-SARA estimated an overall frequency of core melt due to all causes
of ,4.4 x 10~ per reactor year [ LGS-SARA, page 12-4 ] . Of this total, 6.6 x

10- comes from the IES-PRA analysis of " internal events" (see above) . 'Ihis
represents a contribution of 15% of total core melt frequency fran non-seisnic
loss of offsite power.

ISS-SARA identifled a nunber of seismic accident sequences. Sequence

T E UX (seisnic loss of offsite power followed by failure of high-pressuregg

in'jection and failure to timely initiate the Automatic Depressurization .

System) is estimated to contribute 3.2 x 10-6 to total core melt frequency
[ LGS-SARA, Table 12-3, pages 12-23 through 12-25] . Sequence T E C Cg g g 2 (*" **'C

loss of offsite power followed by failure of the control rods to insert and
failure of the boron injection system) is estimated to contribute 5.4 x 10~
to total core melt frequency [ LGS-SARA, Table 12-3,'pages 12-23 through 12-25] .

In addition, IGS-SARA identifies sequence T RW (seismic failure of theg
reactor vessel upper lateral support) as contributing 9.6 x 10 per reactor

year to total core melt freqJency [ LGS-SARA, Table 12-3, pages 12 -23 through
12-25]. Although not explicitly listin3 T (seisnic loss of offsite power) in3
this sequence, it is clear fran Table 3-1 that offsite powr would be lost
since T RPV occurs at a median ground acceleration of 1.25g, while offsiteg

power is lost at 0.20g [ LGS-SARA, Table 3-1, page 3-16] . 'Ihus, sequence T RWg
also contributes to the frequency of accidents in which a seisnic loss of

offsite power occurs.

Sunning the seismic loss of offsite power sequences, one obtains a
-6total contribution to core melt frequency of 4.7 x 10 per reactor year.

' Ibis represents a contribution of 10% of the total core melt frequency fran
seisnic loss of offsite power. Eunining listing of daninant core melt

sequences in Table 12-3 [ LGS-SARA, pages 12-23 through 12-25], 3 of the top 6,
4 of the' top 9, and 6 of the 17 doninant sequences are caused by or
acconpsnied by loss of offsite pawr.

.

1
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4.0 Surmury and Perspective

Basal on the analyses presented in LGS-PRA arri LGS -SARA, accidents
caused by or accompanied by a loss of offsite power contribute a total of 1.1
x 10-5 -5per reactor year to the total core melt frequency of 4.4 x 10 per
reactor year, a contribution of 25% from loss of offsite power sequences. In

addition, three of the top six doninant accident sequences (and four of the

top nine and six of the top seventeen) are loss of offsite power sequences.
Moreover, Table 12-9 demonstrates that seismic initiating events

contribute about 84% of mean early fatality risk; it can be deduced tnat T
E

loss of offsite power sequences contribute another 3%. 'Ihus , accident

sequences involving loss of offsite power, while responsible for 25% of core

mel,t frequency, are responsible for about 87% of mean early fatality rick.
tereover, if mergency response parameters (such as delay time and effective
evacuation speed) more appropriate to seisnic and loss of power conditions
were modeled in the CRAC2 conseugence calculations, these contribution would
increase.

'Ihese conclusions rest upon the validity of the LGS-PRA and LGS-SARA
analyses. 'Ib the extent that these analyses are valid, the interpretation

given the in this mmo argues for a re-exanination of the prompt public

alerting syste proposed by PECO for Limerick. 'I'1e systs proposed is

estimated to fail in 25% of all core melt accidents (and for those accidents
which contribute 87% of mean early fataiity risk) .

A possible replaccent would be a tone-activated radio systen in which
energency messages are broadcast over the NOAA weather radio systen. Radio

Shack supplies a " Weather-Radio" for roughly $30 which operates on normal AC
power (backed up by a DC battery) and which is activated autonatically by a
tone broadcast by NOAA. When the tone is broadcast by NOAA, a lotri, shrill

" beep" is heard to alert the public to listen for an energency message. As a

side benefit, the public would also receive notifications broadcast, by NOAA
for hurricanes, tornadoes, winter storms, and floods. 'Ihis could be a "PR"

plus in PECO's eyes.

-
.
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Pennsylvania Emergency Management Agency
P. O. Box 3321
Harrisburg PA 17105

Re: Skippack Township, Montgomery County - Proposed Radiological Emergency ,

Response Plan for Incidents at the Limerick Generating Statica ,

Dear Sir: .

e

.

This letter is being written to the Pennsylvania Emergency Management Agency at the
request of the Board of Supervisors of Skippack Township.

The undersigned is solicitor for the Skippack Township Board of Supervisors.

The Board of Supervisors has made a preliminary study of the proposed radiological
cmergency response plan submitted to Skippack Township b'y Energy Consultants, of
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania, consultants to the Philadelphia Electric Company.

Skippack Township has not adopted the proposed radiological emergency response plan in
view of the significant concerns of the Board of Supervisors concerning the provisions of
the proposed plan, being Draf t No. 5 dated April,1984. ,

Among the significant concerns of the Board of Supervisors of Skippack Township are the*

.

fellowing: ,

1. Lack of adequate personnel available to Skippack Township to provide a 24 hour
emergency respoase. Skippack Township does not have a police force. The
Skippack Fire Co., a volunteer group, has indicated their unwillingness to
participate in a radiologleal emergency response plan in the event of a site ,

emergency or a general emergency.

Inability of the Township to provide adequate means to provide notice andr

2. *

transportation to transit dependent individuals. ,
-

.

e

.
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!

l'
!3.

Skippack Township and its relationship to other municipalitics which wouldThe proposed plan is incomplete with reference to evacuation routes throughevacuate through Skippack Township
as well as evacuation of the State

Township Board of Supervisors are concerned with the coordination of Skippack andCorrectional Institution - Graterford located in Skippack Township. The Skippack
'

adjoining municipalities and the State Correctional Institution with reference topotential evacuation.

4.
Skippack Township does not believe it has the means necessary to obtain the
equipment and dosimetry called for under the proposed plan, even taking into
account the proposed equipment funding offer made by Philadelphia Electric Co.

5.

cnd state officials with reference to evacuation and other matters, which wouldThe need for coordination among the various municipalities as well as the county
4 ,

,
~

include proposed evacuation routes and their capacity.
6.

The need for an ongoing training program. Township participants in the radiological
smergency response plan should be able to receive ongoing training through either aL .

county or area organization as each individual township is unable to provide this.

The B:ard of Supervisors believe it appropriate it to submit these concerns to you, at this
tima. They will continue with their evaluation of the proposed radiological emergency
response plan and will conduct public hearings thereon in the near future.
Vcry truly yours, j-

!

'

Ij Alan E. Boroff i
I

. AEB/bjk .! .

ica t

George Hugenin, Skippack Township Emergency Management Coordinator i

Edward L. Jordan, Director, Division of Emergency Preparedness and Emergency
|Rcponse, Office

of Inspection and Enforcement, United Nuclear RegulatoryC:mmission, Washington, D.C. i
I

Federal Emergency Management Agency, Washington, D.C. 20472
-

'

M:ntgomery County Emergency Management Office i

'

, Mrs. Mary Wills, Skippack Township Secretary
, - *

e

1

e

t

i

O
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July 6, 1984

To th0 East Pikeland Township Planning Commission:
5.' 4f 7 -
wt..ic'The undersigned,

Ev2cu3 tion Plan for East Pikeland, representing a committee investigating the
recommend that Draf t #5 of beJQ py S// |||R2dislogical ' Emergency Response Plan (RERP) not be approved as it

CxiSta and not be submitted for review by the Chester County Department
Cf Emergency Services (CCDES), the Pennsylvania Emergency Management
Ag:ncy (PEMA) , the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA), and s t,he,
NuclC;r, Regulatory Commission (NRC)until the following areas of concernbe recolved.

This recommendation arises
number of serious deficiencies and uncertaintiesfrom the identification of a largein our study of the
RERP(Drafts #4 and #5) for East Pikeland, associated materials, anddiccuasion with various parties.

,F<oremost among these concerns are:

1) TIME FRAMEWORK FOR PUBLIC RES PONSE TO A RANGE OF
POSSIBLE EVACUATION EVENTS: the plan does not precisely
relate effective times for evacuation to the imaginable
range of radiological events.

2) INADEOUATE ROAD SYSTEM: need to realistically review
the NRC required evacuation time study recently released
by PECO and prepared by HMM Associates of Concord, MA.This computer based study indicates a total evacuation
time of 6 hours and 15 minutes for the 74,498 residents
of Chester County during the worst of possible conditions,
ie., "a snowy winter weekday"(The Mercury, Pottstown,6/22/84). Township recorde indicair a total of 8-12hours to plow out na s t. I ib lemd.

3) CO-ORDINATION WITH NETGHitnUM NG MUNICIPALITIES : determine
the relationship and impact of the plans (particularly the
evacuation routes, joint use of services. - ambulances,
fire company, buses, tow trucks, etc. ) of surrounding
municipalities and school district on the East Pikeland
Evacuation Plan. This is one of the objectives cited in
Draft #5, " Ensure that planned actions are current and
in consonance with those of surrounding jurisdictions,
as well as with the Chester County RERP".

4) INADEQUATE EVACUATION MANAGEMENT AND CONTROL MECHANISM $:
need for verified availability of equipment and services
(ambulances, tow trucks, snow plows, etc.), realistic
assessment of available volunteers, realistic assessment
of amount of volunteers needed in time to fill one job,
training program for volunteers and public, information
availability and maintenance, etc.

5) COST: undefined liability of costs to the Township and
public for implementation and perpetual maintenance of Plan.

.

1)...

*

. . _ _ ._ - _ - - .
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. annsylvania Emgrgency Management Agency .

June 22,1984
Page Two

!'

l
l3.

Skippack Township and its relationship to other municipaliticsThe proposed plan is incomplete with reference to evacuation routes throughj

evacuate through Skippack Township which would
as well as evacuation of the State

Township Board of Supervisors are concerned with the coordination of Skippack andCorrectional Institution - Graterford located in Skippack Township. The Skippack
adjoining municipalities and the State Correctional Institution with reference to

,,

!

potential evacuation.
i

.

4.4

Skippack Township does not believe it has the means necessary to obtain the
equipment and dosimetry called for under the proposed plan, even taking into

,

j
account the proposed equipment funding offer made by Philadelphia Electric Co.

| S.

cnd state officials with reference to evacuation and other matters, which wouldThe need for coordination among the various municipalities as well as the county
include proposed evacuation routes and their capacity.,

8.
The need for an ongoing training program. Township participants in the radiological

,

;

smergency response plan should be able to receive ongoing training through either aL .

county or area organization as each individual township is unable to provide this.
,

The B:ard of Supervisors believe it appropriate it to submit these concerns to you, at this
*

> tim 3.

response plan and will conduct public hearings thereon in the near future.They will continue with their evaluation of the proposed radiological emergency
,

jj Vcry truly yours, -

.

! .

I
| Alan E. Boroff i

I

' AED/bjk !
t.-.

George Hugenin, Skippack Township Emergency Management Coordinator
;c::
!

Edward L. Jordan, Director, Division of Emergency Preparedness and EmergencyRcponse, Office ,

of Inspection and Enforcement, United Nuclear Regulatory i; Ccmmission, Washington, D.C. i
|

Fcderal Emergency Management Agency, Washington, D.C. 20472 .

i

i Mcntgomery County Emergency Management Office s

'
.

Mrs. Mary Wills, Skippack Township Secretary*
i *
,

*
.

.

|
.
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6) LIABILITY: undefined liabilities of Township, County,
State, Federal Government, Philadelphia Electric and
individuals,such as volunteers, against damage to
person and property in the Township. Energy Consultants,
Inc( the consulting firm hired by PECO to prepar.e the
RERP) suggested that we ask our solicitor to look at
pamphlet Law #1332, " Emergency Services Code".

.

7) SHELTERING: when will we be asked to shelter, is it safa,
for how long, and how is it accomplished?-

,

8) DRILL TEST: the superficiality of the proposed test of
the RERP planned for July 25, 1984, as a measure of
Plan feasibility. FEMA will be holding hearings on
the Drill two days following the test. (July 27 in Pottstown)

nondnt[These points are proposed as suf ficient to support the recom-on. , Many other concerns and deficiencies can be elaborated.
Et 10 cuggested that full resolution of the listed points be demanded
>y tho Township before the committee should undertake study of the planLn mora detail.

The committee is,of course, ready to extend or deepen it's
study es available information may permit.

The committee has chosen not to express opinion of the overall'

22aibility or practicality of the idea of an Evacuation Plan for a
Limerick Radiological Emergency. It should not be interpreted, moreover,
WhOt in recommending resolution of the listed concerns the committeeLa codorsing the concept of the plan.

si.ncerely,
.

.

J. Edward Matthews,

4

hCvid K, Adams Lindsay Brinton David Churbock Ann Raymond

*
,

*
e

.
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Please fill out and return to: Limerick Ecology Action
l- P.O. Box 761

Pottstown, Pa. 19464

S!.]@IEC
v.. . .nName of Fire Company: SA RI %p unt fi R c cn ~ / i

,

AAIL/w hh2d 411,b CKContact person for evacuation planning: 4 77/~/.
'

. S- 9, cecDINMailing address: E A-?? L. f) / L L E P/r -
Phode number: /,&9- 50tI ' ~=,. V |

!

How many active fire fighters are in your company? 2f
How many active fire police are in your company ? m3

What Townships constitute your first run territory? FA Pz-
4

.

How many vehicles of all types are in your company? O

R Pus N 7~1?uc w rwn oe re riw u 97?ix.te

Are you staffed to operate all of your equip' ment during daytime
. -_ _ hcurs without prior notice? ~

.

NU

Has your fire company ever been contacted by anyone from the County
or local municipality about radiological emergency response plan-
ning for Limerick?

Y23 -

If yes, what has been your response or involvement in helping t o,
develop. these plans?

D N DE I? no H s 1 OsI> n ri n u
Have you ever been shown the draft plans for your township or first
run district? *

,VG t-.

Comments: '

.

6

9

O
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In the event of an incident at Limerick, do your personnel
understand that-they will be asked to respond into or remain
in an area where they may be exposed to radiation?

No T /V L L.

Does your insurance for volunteers cover radiological injuries?

t/ M M H olv ty
,

.

Do you realize that the draft plans call for all of your
firefighters to wear SCBA when responding to, during, and when
returning to a radiation area?

YSS

Do 'you feel that this is a practical requirement? ':

YFs

Can you operate your equipment on the highway and on the fire-
ground while wearing SCBA?

.

Nb
.

If it was possible, does your company have the air supply neces-
sary for this type of prolonged operation?

hl C

How many of your active fire police and fire fighters are willing
to remain on traffic duty if their wives, children, and families
have to be evacuated?

f) H id 40 G'M

Do you plan to question these very serious items, and others that
may occur to you when you are asked to participate in Limerick
evacuation planning?

| YE S *

[, IF YOU HAVE NOT SEEN A DRAFT PLAN FOR YOUR AREA, MAY WE SUGGEST
THAT YOU REQUEST A COPY FROM YOUR TOWNSHIP EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT
DIRECTOR.

,

N

. - _. - -- . - _ _ - - - - . .
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Please fill out and return to: Limerick Ecology Action
P.O. Box 761
Pottstown, Pa. 19464

Name of Fire Company: /fl///M//5f' /b e [ y 4/SD[8 CO, /
se 6 w.~ c c 77. De til: To w .~; N.' fis 12*

Contact person for evacuation planning: c arer def e ro. r ./

Mailing address: A /,fA/f' eve'c( fT. Re F FA' re v ~ h / fd '/'2-
/

Phon'e number: 78'7-ASdd

How many active fire fighters are in your company? _1 ('
How many active fire police are in your company ? Y

,

What Townships constitute your first run territory? Re,fe e /~
b o YeidPs~o w a C. > L i8JP,. s Kn A' L /,W D/s ca L AJ ./A'f//dr)VEAI'd ft *'f ', -

-

/
How many vehicles of all types are in your company? 3

Are you staffed to operate all of your equipment during daytime
hours without prior notice?

YEJ
Has your fire company ever been contacted by anyone from the County
or local municipality about radiological emergency response plan-
ning for Limerick?

Pc''J

If yes, what has been your response or involvement in helping t o.
develop there plans?

A 77s'"b f,3 . rfunA'L A's.rT w cJ

Have you ever been shown the draft plans for your township or first
run district? *

s"d's

Comments: A& Y 55kr T 1 C. A L
.

9
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In the.ovant,of en incident at Limerick, do your persennel
undarstand that they will be asked to respond into or remein
in an cree whara they ecy bc exposed to radiation?

}'l1 ,

Does your insurance for volunteers cover radiological injuries?

VJU
S -

..

'

.A .gs
Do you realize that the draft plans hall for all of your
firefighters to wear SCBA when responding''to, during, and when
returning to a radiation arca? - s

Aw

Do you feel that this is a practical requirement?
'fg> s - i

N
Can you operate your 'quipmente on the highway and on the fire-
ground while wearing'SCBA?

.

A!. N/

If it was possible, does your company have the air supply neces-
sary for this type of prolonged operation?

pg g

How many of your active fir'e police and fire fighters are willing -

to remain on traffic duty if their wives,' children, and families
have to be 'avacuated?

s
*

/> n D h a>Al

Do you plan to question these very serious items, and others that
may occur to you when you are asked to participate in Limerick
evacuacion planning?

.

}2rf

,

IF YOU HAVE NOT SEEN A DRAFT PLAN FOR YOUR AREA, MAY WE SUGGEST
THAT YOU* REQUEST A COPY FROM YOUR> TOWNSHIP EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT
DIRECTOR.

,

,

a

E A
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Please fill out and return to: Limerick Ecology Action
P.O. Box 761
Pottstown, Pa. 19464

Name of Fire Company: /ffidc# [f61/r1 [/MT [N0/M / /

Contact person for evacuation planning: [ / M / ~ h 8r Y h /f I/5'/f
Mailing address: dd/ v#I# T / d M/6/J[ #NTM 2

Phofte number: 84/'// f[

How many active fire fighters are in your company? ''2 /,

How many active fire police are in ynur company ? ?

What Townships constitute your first run territory? [or(4TocJM h (4
j'

T 4 r o 4 6 fo % w o# E D P. b e o S % ,laa. & m T 4 '

How many vehicles of all types are in your company? 2 - [/~p :AJ
2. 4 u)D. gw

_ Are you staffed to operate all of your equipment during daytime
hours wit.hout prior notice?

W / TM bS5tS7;eAf /$c,s .[cgy,ey ,a Sfgwrau,' *

Has your fire company ever been contacted by anyone from the County
or local municipclity about radiological emergency response plan-
ning for Limerick?

Ouc OvAY&~m<*r$SW MYd3 fAetGy GMuiras noDr +

If yes, what has been your response or involvement in helping t o,
develop these plans?

Q n,p3y ,-p ,/M Fe os Airs J Supp/tcp pya

Have you ever been shown the draft plans for your township ,or first
run district?

Yc
Commentss ko OM & furX. h e U P E 'u p h ia E D (J H g - hib &

de oaM. RAN T&r- r Mg iJ A&' C'va v diod / .s ro

A4 0 OcM' WAf s r AA fl.Auc cpd}ogegrito J
psc.p A f)/s . MO 7- Ldst rrw 5 Adr

. .,
- ro avo n< 3r&D . } Led Wg ygmg

3 g,a pie. oapes.swo 'dc T v Sa~o ' c' *
w w|j a,s u au soc.a t m a c tu. s /-tvisu.

.. . _ . . - . _
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In tha event o'f:en/inciden:. at Limerick,.do your personnel
undorstand'thet thay will be asked to respond into er remain

~

in on crea where~they may be exposed to radiation?

.G .
-

Does your insurance for volunteern4 cover radiological injuries?

YM Sst/E h
,

, .

.

Do you realize that the draft plans call for all of your
firefighters to wear SCBA when responding to, during, and when
returning to a radiation area?

YE)

Do*you feel that this is a practical requirement?
~

/ Y6 T E d u,[ k $ h '
No .ECMSf n/c's-E /J

Can you operate *our equipment on'the highway and on the' fire-
ground while weat'.ng SCBA?

Mo- -

-

_
. -

If it was possible, does your company have the airisupply neces-
sary'for this type of prolonged ' operation?

.VES

How many of your active fire police and fire, fighters are willing
to remain on traffic duty if their wives, children,.and families
have to be evacuated?' '-

,

Y ff D JtTOed 27y1AsL}5 TO $L' NM&<
Do you plan to question these,very serious items, and others that
may occur to you when you are asked to participate in Limerick

~

evacuation planning? ,

r ,..

-
.

1

IF YOU HAVE NOT SEEN A DRAFT PLAF,,FOR YOUR AREA, MAY WE'SUGGE.ST
THAT YOU, REQUEST A COPY FROM YOUR TOWNSHIP EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT
DIRECTOR.

-

i

p'-

h

/
"

,,.

.-. ., , . -
* m ' l . , -- - . - , . . , , - -.. _ ,- ,~
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Please fill out and return to: Limerick Ecology Action
P.O. Box 761
Pottstown, Pa. 19464

Name of Fire Company: Liberty Fire Co. New Berlinv111e.Pa. 19545
Contact person for evacuation planning: Jonathan Smover
Mailing address: R.D #4 Boyertown.Pa. 19512

Phonc number: 215-167-8977

How many active fire fighters are in your company? Thirty

How many active fire _pglice are in your company ? Five

What Townships constitute your first run territory?
e

.

C olebrookdale

How many vehicles of all types are in your company? Pnn,

Are you staffed to operate all of your equipment during daytime
hours without prior notice?

Mnrmn11v evnent dent nonenn

Has your fire company ever been contacted by anyone from the County
or local municipality about radiological emergency response plan-
ning for Limerick?

Yes. will have a three hour s'ssion on Unvch 17; 10A4e

If yes, what has been your response or involvement in helping t o.
develop these plans?--

Have ten oeonle who will attend

Have you ever been shown the draft plans for your township.or first
run district?

No

Comments: I am concerned ahnut snma nf tha mi c +n ka s + h u + ora

taki n g ni nne ; the error in enmnnting tha in mi l a vnding is one

.

_. , . - , -
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In the svent of an incident at Limerick, do your personnel i
'

undorotand that they will be asked to respond into or remain
in on crea where they may be exposed to radiation?

Ib..O.
l'

!

|

Does your insurance for volunteers cover radiological injuries?

tk Sa#
_

.

Do you realize that the draft plans call for all of your
firefighters to wear SCBA when responding to, during, and when
returning to a radiation area?

O

Do*you feel that this is a practical requirement?

No .ECAde' 7Wc%E /J / $6T M ufk $ h;

Can you operate your equipment on the highway and on the fire-
ground while wearing SCBA?

A-
. _

If it was possible, does your company have the air supply necesZ
sary'for this type of prolonged operation?

Ves

How many of your active fire police and fire fighters are willing
to remain on traffic duty if their wives, children, and families
have to be evacuated?

Y/S 0JtTr/bd 67Y1AixlS W Sf NSWX$
Do you plan to question these very serious items, and others that

| may occur to you when you are asked to participate in Limerick
| evacuation planning?

|

| -

..

I
IF YOU HAVE NOT SEEN A DRAFT PLAN FOR YOUR AREA, MAY WE SUGGEST
THAT YOU, REQUEST A COPY FROM YOUR TOWNSHIP EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT
DIRECTOR.

|

*

|

.. -
. .- .. .. ._. . - _ .
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Please fill out and return to: Limerick Ecoldgy Action
P.O. Box 761
Pottstown, Pa. 19464

Name of Fire Company: _ Limerick Fire Comtany
Contact person for evacuation planning:

Donald L. Andes. Fire Chief
Mailing address:

390 W. Ridge Pike. Limerick. PA 19468
Phone number:

How m:ny active fire fighters are in your company? 40

How many active fire police are in your company ? 7

What Townships constitute your first run territory? Limericke

How many vehicles of all types are in your company? 4

.

Are you staffed to operate all of your equipment during daytime i

.

hours without prior notice? .

u
usually

~

Has your fire company
or local municipality aboutever been contacted by anyone from the County

radiological emergency response plan-ning for Limerick?
;

ves ~

If yes, what has been your response or involvement in helping t o. I
idevelop: these plans?

attending meetings
f

Have you ever been shown the draft plans for your township pr firstrun district? g
VAC p
~

.$Comments:
$
@

.

E
. g..

=

.

4

t

I
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In tho event e t' an incidant at t ime r ick, do your potsunnel
understand that they will be asked to respond into or remain-

in an cros where they may be exposed to radiation?
yes

Does your insurance for volunteers cover radiological injuries?
no

1

'
.

Do you realize that the draft plans call for all of your
firefighters to wear SCBA when responding to, during, and when
returning to a radiation area?

no

Do*you feel that this is a practical requirement?

no

Can you pperate your equipment on the highway and on the fire-
ground while wearing SCBA?

highwny nn. fi ro gynuna yee .

If it was possible, does your company have the air supply neces-
sary for this type of prolonged operation?

no

How many of your active fire police and fire fighters are willing
to remain on traffic duty if their wives, children, and families
have to be evacuated?

unknown -

i
Do you plan to question these very serious items, and others that
may occur to vou when you are asked to participate in Limerick
evacuation planning?

yes ,

IF YOU HAVE NOT SEEN A DRAFT PLAN FOR YOUR AREA, MAY WE SUGGEST
THAT YOU. REQUEST A COPY FROM YOUR TOWNSHIP EMERGENGT MANAGEMENT
DIRECTOR.

.

. - _ _ . - - . . . _ . , , , _ , .-__...-e,.- ..m.m_ _ _ , _ - _ _ . _ _ - . _ , _ , . - . , , , , - _ . . - ,
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- / July 10, 1984 U f/7 ,,

'Y ~.

$?f,;|f-
TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

-I. INTRODUCTION

A. Incorporation and Licensure

Camphill Special Schools, Inc., located in E. Nantmeal Township
is a non-profit corporation which provides education and residen-
tial living for mentally retarded children. To do so it is licensed
by the Pa. Dept. of Education as a school for the mentally retarded
and by the Pa. Dept. of Public Welfare as a community residential
facility for the mentally retarded. In school year 1983-84 the
placements of 9 children were approved by the Pa. Dept. of Education
and its Intermediate Units and school districts for public educa-
tional funding. The placements of 4 children were approved by
MH/MR Boards and their Base Service Units for public welfare funding.
For brevity, Camphill Special Schools, Inc., will be referred to
as "the School" in the rest of this letter.

B. Population '

L.e population of the School varies from year to year. The residen-
tial population usually lies within these parameters: 62-72 men-
tally retarded children; 55-65 staff members of which 30-35 are
permanent and 20-25 are in training; and 20-30 staff children. Day-
time population can also include 1-10 day students (mentally retarded),
and 2-12 employees.

II. RESOLUTION OF THE BOARD

On June 23, 1984, the Board of Directors of the School passed a resolu-
tion concerning its position in regards to the proposed Limerick Nuclear
Plant. The resolution stated that until such time as the Philadelphia,

Electric Company or its agents produces an adequate radiological emer-
gency plan for the School, the Board is opposed to the licensing of the
Limerick Nuclear Plant.

This position is taken because the Board is concerned for the safety
.and welfare of the School, and at this time no written plan at any stage
of development exists for the School. Some specifics as to the planning
process and the necessary provisions for an adequate plan follows.

.. ._ - _ -
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In the event e t' an incident at timerick, do your per3onnel
' undorstand that they will be asked to respond into or remain-

in an area where they'may be exposed to radiation?
yes

Does your insurance for volunteers cover radiological injuries?
no

.

Do you realize that the draft plans call for all of your
firefighters to wear SCBA when responding to, during, and when
returning to a radiation area?

no

Do*you feel that this is a practical requirement?
no

Can you operate your equipment on the highway and on the fire-
ground while wearing SCBA?

highway nn. fi rmernuna yoe .

If it was possible, does your company have the air supply neces-
sary for this type of prolonged operation?

no

How many of your active fire police and fire fighters are willing
to remain on traffic duty if their wives, children, and families
have to be evacuated?

unknown -

|
Do you plan to question these very serious items, and others that
may occur to you when you are asked to participate in Limerick'

[ evacuation planning?

yes .

'IF YOU HAVE NOT SEEN A DRAFT PLAN FOR YOUR AREA, MAY WE SUGGEST
THAT YOU. REQUEST A COPY FROM YOUR TOWNSHIP EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT
DIRECTOR.

t
.

- _ . - - _ _ _ ~_ _ ._ . __ _ __ . . _ . . . _ _ _ - _ . _ . _ _ _ -. . , - ._
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Furthermore, it is the opinion of School staff that evacuation
by ground transportation is not an adequate plan. It is believed
that evacuation by air lift (helicopters) would be an adequate
plan.- No helicopters or trained crew have yet been assigned to
the School.

C. Staff Coverage of Students

In an emergency situation, staff-student ratios would have to be
1:3, 1:2, and 1:1 depending on which students are to be covered.
Groupings have not been worked out. Those supervising the students
would have to have adequate experience and training with children
of this kind. Certified special education teachers or mental health
professionals would in most cases be needed. It has not yet been
determined if any of the School staff are available to accompany the
students during an evacuation. It must now be assumed that none are
available. No alternative staff have been assigned to accompany
the students.

Among the special needs of this student population are some problems
that would necessitate ancillary personnel. Particularly, the condi-
tions of those children-with convulsive disorders and behavioral
problems can be expected to be exasperated during an evacuation.
Intervention by medical personnel will be necessary. Such personnel
would have to accompany the evacuation and be available during the
internment. No such ancillary personnel have been identified or
assigned to the School.

D. Medical Supplies and Equipment

The special needs of the population of the School would necessitate
1aneva)uationofactualandpotentialmedicalneedsexistingprior
to and precipitated by an evacuation. The necessary supplies and
equipment would have to be stored ready to go with the evacuation.
Such supplies and equipment would have to be renewed and also
updated periodically. No such inventory has been complied, nor has
someone been assigned to this reaponsibility.

E. Telephone and Radio Communication

No assessment of the telephone and radio communications needed by
the School during a radiological emergency has been made. No one is
responsible for-procuring such equipment. No one has been assigned
to be trained and to man such equipment, during a radiological

-emergency. No arrangements have been made or personnel assigned
even to ensure that the telephone will be answered.

;F. HoJt Facility
.

The School has recently been told over the telephone by Energy
Consultants, Inc., and Chester Co. DES that the Devereux Foundation3

'

'has agreed to host this School's population. No agreement has been
seen in writing. Nothing of the details of the agreement has been

:

-
_ . . - . . . _ _ .. _ - _ _ , _ _ _ _ , - _ _ . _ . ._ . _ , _-__ _ __ _
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conveyed. Exact location, details of the facility, staff
available, services available, other organizations which will
be also hosted there, and so on are all unknown. The School
is thereby unable.to assess the appropriateness of the proposedhost site.

Furthermore, it is the opinion of the staff of the School that
a host site can only be considered appropriate if it is located

-beyond the Ingestion Zone of the plume.

Very Sincerely,

ww !s -Gc
ernard Wolf

Director af Programs
/
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RELIST 300,,. C'.QEhCE
P,EFORE Tif E UIITrn STATES

fiUCLI AR HEGULATORY C O MM i S S 10 ?:

In the Matter of )

Philadelphia Electric Company Docket Nos. 50-352 ,,,
(Limerick Units #1 and 2) 50-353 'ac-) "!. . ,.

NI, Maureen Mulligan, being duly sworn, hereby affi m: 23 g ,
. .p . ,

that I am Vice President
of Limerick Ecology Action, Y 4M'I n c . ,.t

and that the foregoing an'swers to Interrogatories fro-
, ,

the Philadelphia Electric Company on "Off-site" Emergency
Planning contentions admitted in this proceeding are
true and correct to the best of my knowledge, information,
and belief.

I also affirm that I have prepared the foregoing
Motion to Compell Philadelphia Electric Company to answer
LEA's Second Set of Interrogatories, which were mailed on
-June 25, 1984,

.

thDne Y, ||M/2~/
* y ,,

~

Maureen Mulligan
Vice President
Limerick Ecology Action

*
.

Subscribed and sworn to
befor me this

16tahh,hy o f July 1984.

.

- G x>j 'r,'
~

(Notary Publi

*
,

.

0

e

. . . . . _ , . _ - . . . _ . , . _. . _ - ,.-_ ,
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ff]{{~'Certificate of Service

'8'
I,Maureen Mulligan, Vice President of Limerick Ecology tfdn 4/f ,79
do hereby certify that I have served the following; parties by
first claws mail, postage prepaid, with LEA's r e s p o n s e's ' t o;,P h i l a -
delphia Electric Company's Interrogatories on Off-site, Emergency
Planning Contentions and LEA's Motion to Compell Philad'Efp~h'ia
Electric to answer LEA's Second Set of Interrogatories, mailed
to PECO on June 25th. by LEA. The above mentioned filings were
nailed July 16, 1984

Lawrence Brenner, Chairman (2) Ann P. Hodgdon, Esq.
Administrative Judge Office of the Executive Legal Director
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Commission Washington, DC 20555
Washington, DC 20555

Benjamin Vogler, Esq.
Dr. Richard F. Cole Office of the Executive Legal Director
Administrative Judge U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
U.". Nuclear Regulatory Washington, DC 20555

Commission -

Washington, DC 20555 Troy B. Conner, Jr., Esq.
Conner and Wetterhahn

Dr.-Peten A. Morris 1747 Pennsylvania Ave., NW
Administrative Judge Washington, DC 20006
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory

Commission Philadelphia Electric Company
Washington, DC 20555 Attn: Edward G. Bauer, Jr.

VP and General Counsel
Docketing and Service Section 2301 Market St.

: Office of the Secretary Phila., PA 19101
L U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
I Commission Thomas Gerusky, Director
i Wcshington, DC 20555 Bureau of Radiation Protection, DER

Sth fl, Fulton Bank Bldg.
| Atomic Safety and Third and Locust Sts.
| Licensing Board Panel Harrisburg, PA 17120

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory. ,,

i Commission Spence W. Perry, Esq.
| Washington, DC 20555 Associate General Counsel
'

FEMA
Atomic Safety and Room 840

.
Licensing Appeal Panel 500 C St., SW

! U.S.-Nuclear Regulatory Washington, DC 20472
Commission

Washington, DC 20555 Zori Ferkin, Esq.;
- Governor's Energy Council

P.O. Box 8010
*

1625 Front St.
Harrisburg, PA 17105

_



1,

Jay M. Gutierrez, Esq. Robert Sugarman, Esq.
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission Sugarman and Denworth

101 Broad Street, 16th. FloorPark Ave.
King of Prussia, PA 19406 Philadelphia, Pa. 19107

Director, PEMA
Basement, Transportation David Wersan, Esq.

and Safety Building Assistant Consumer Advocate
Harrisburg, PA 17120 Office of the Consumer Advocate

1425 Strawberry Square
Angus Love, Esq./My{t, .d Sid) llarrisburg, PA 17120C

,

107 East Main St
Norristown, PA 19401

Gregory C. Minor
Robert Anthony MHB Technical Associates
103 Vernon Lane 1723 Hamilton Ave.
Moylan, PA 19065 San Jose, CA. 95125

Martha W. Bush, Esq. Timothy Campbell
Kathryn S. Lewis, Esq.
Solleitor's Office Chester County Dept.

City of Philadelphia f.F.mergency services
14 East Biddle StreetMunicipal Services Building
West Chester, Pa. 19380Phila., PA 19107

Steven Hershey, Esq.
community Legal Services
5219 Chestnut St.
Phila., PA 19139

Marvin I. Lewis
6504 Bradford Terrace
Phila., PA 19149

Frank Romano
61 Forest Ave.
Ambler, PA 19002

Joseph H. White,III ,

15 Ardmore Ave. .

Ardmore, PA'19003

ttuurd Yu|/ /
'

July 16, 1984 Maureen Mulligan, L A Vice President

. . . . . . .


